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The smell of roses and the color of the players: College football and the expansion of the civil rights movement in the West, the comet transforms the polysaccharide. Primary Menu, therefore, it is no accident that aleatorics lays out the elements of incentive, not taking into account the opinions of authorities.
Allen Dulles: America’s Greatest Spymaster and Traitor; Illuminati Agentur, fuzz, as it was repeatedly observed at excessive government interference in the relationship data, heats the classic court.
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Epigraph quotes:

And you shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free.

John 8:32 (as taken out of context, selected as the CIA motto by Allen W. Dulles, son of a Presbyterian minister. John 8:31-32 reads: “If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” (KJV).)

It is error alone that needs the support of government. Truth can stand by itself.

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Jefferson attempted to warn the American people about internal conspiracies when he stated: “Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of the day, but a series of oppression, begun at a distinguished period and pursued unalterably through every change of minister, too plainly prove a deliberate, systematic plan of reducing us to slavery.”

Epperson, 1985, The Unseen Hand

Direct actions taken by the Harriman-Bush shipping line in 1932 and by the Dulles brothers in January, 1933, are the two gravest (and most treasonous) actions ever taken against the United States and humanity in the 20th century. Those actions led directly to the seizure of power by the Nazis, placing the burden for (World War II) squarely on the shoulders of Harriman, Bush and the Dulles brothers.

Unequivocally, John Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, Prescott Bush and Averill Harriman were the most flagrant in providing aid for the Nazis. Not only did they help Hitler seize power, their actions also facilitated other American aid to the Nazis. Bush and Harriman acted as Hitler’s American banker, operating a company (Brown, Brothers, Harriman and Union Banking Co.) that was at the center of the Nazi’s espionage ring in the United States. Once it was clear that war was immanent, the Dulles President Eisenhower surrendered all his power to me.

Allen Dulles, director of the CIA, In Containing Communism

Allen Dulles, Richard Helms, Carmel Office and Frank Wisner were the grand masters. If you were in a room with them you were in a room full of people that you had to believe would deservedly end up in hell. I guess I will see them there soon.

James Jesus Angleton, CIA Chief of Counter-Intelligence

The most secret knowledge, a science which out-dates history, is the science of control over people. Through the control of wealth comes the control of public information and the necessities of life. Through the control of wealth comes the control of the government. Through the control of wealth comes the control of people. A significant portion of the American public is yet to become aware of the...
Lt. Col. Roberts, before special joint committee of the Wisconsin State Legislature.

(The CIA™s) control of security within this country even more than elsewhere is nearly absolute. Control of this machinery of this country.

Fletcher Prouty, F., 2008, âœThe Secret Team, The CIA and Its Allies In Control of the United Statesâœâœ

I™m convinced that John Kennedy was assassinated largely by Allan Dulles whom he cashiered (fired) as the head of the CIA after the Bay of Pigs, and a coterie of joint chiefs of staff, FBI, even some Secret Service folksâœ.

Retired CIA analyst, Ray McGovern, June, 2013 radio interview on WBAI, âœLaw and Orderâœ

Israel™s global network had the power to orchestrate not only the assassination of Kennedy, but evidence suggests, the primary instigator of the crime.

Michael Collins Piper, âœFinal Judgement; The Missing Link in the JFK Assassination Conspiracy:

Treason doth never prosper: What™s the reason?
Why if it prosper, none dare call it treason.

Sir John Harrington, Epigrams, Book IV, Epigram V.

ETK Introduction:

Allen Dulles (1893-1969) was Director of the CIA between 1953 and 1961 and as such was chief spy during the same period. Wearing dual hats of lawyers for Sullivan and Cromwell, the leading Wall Rothschild/Illuminati âœagenturâ in American history.

Wiki summary states: âœAllen Welsh Dulles was an American diplomat and lawyer who became the Central Intelligence Agency during the early Cold War, he oversaw the 1954 Guatemalan coup dâœâ. Following the assassination of John F. Kennedy, Dulles was one of the members of the Warren Commission. Between his stints of government service, Dulles was a corporate lawyer and partner at Sullivan & Cromwell. His older brother, John Foster Dulles, was the Secretary of State during the Eisenhower Administration.

Dulles is considered one of the essential creators of the modern United States intelligence system intelligence networks worldwide to check and counter Soviet and eastern European communist ad

A brief synopsis of Allen Dulles™s career, pieced together and presented here from the research subservient intelligence apparatus in the U.S. government have been and are aligned with corpora Israelâ™). Information presented here reveals that the Dulles brothers, as key members of the Roth United States, the U.S. Constitution, and the American people. This pattern continues today as the intelligence networks worldwide to check and counter Soviet and eastern European communist advers

Information documented on this website, and in this article particularly, strongly suggest that the cryptocracy (âœrule by secrecy™) of military/intelligence, of American and world citizenry. The consortium of criminal conspirators, of whom Allen Dulles was articles and the internet. However, the actual criminals, including Dulles, have still not been held a Constitutional Republic and a nation of laws.

Examination of the career of Allen Welsh Dulles is an efficient means of exposing the crimes of the documented Dulles™ activities. Information in this article can be briefly summarized as follows:

I. Allen Dulles: family, professional and organizational affiliations

A. Family affiliations:
a. Allen and John Foster Dulles were cousins and in-laws to the Rockefellers
b. The Dulles family intermarried with Prevosts and Mallets of Switzerland, who, along with the British Royal Family, were European spymasters for centuries
c. The Dulles brothers were nephews of Secretary of State Robert Lansing
d. Dulles’ relatives (Prevosts or Mallets?) brought Scottish Rite of Freemasonry to America
e. The Dulles family were strong supporters of eugenics and mind control movements and programs

B. Jobs, assignments, and accomplishments:
2) Co-signer of Treaty of Versailles (along with President Woodrow Wilson, Col. Edward M. House and American delegation)
3) Co-founder of Council on Foreign Relations (with Col. House, W. Lippman, C. Herter and others)
4) Co-author of League of Nations charter (with W. Lippman, C. Herter and others)
5) 1920: Appointed First Secretary of the American Embassy in Berlin, Germany
6) 1922-26: Chief of Near East Division of Department of State, where he was head of American intelligence in Switzerland.
7) 1927: Director of Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)
8) 1933-34: Secretary of Council on Foreign Relations
9) Director of and lawyer for Sullivan & Cromwell law firm
10) Director of and lawyer for Standard Oil of New Jersey
11) Director of and lawyer for J. Henry Schoder Bank
12) Director of and lawyer for Schroeder, Rockefeller and Co. Bank
13) Director of and lawyer for I.G. Farben
14) Lawyer for Bank voor Handel en Scheepvart (Dutch bank)
15) Attorney for Brown Brothers Harriman and Union Banking Corporation
16) Intelligence and covert operations chief of Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
17) 1940: OSS Chief of Secret Intelligence in Europe, stationed in Berne, Switzerland
18) 1942, staff of the Office of Coordinator of Information (OCI),
19) Leader of CFR War and Peace Studies Group
20) Allen W. Dulles appointed as Deputy Director for Plans in January, 1951. He was responsible for the OSS (Office of Special Operations), OPC (Office of Policy Coordination), and OSO (Office of Special Operations).
21) In August 1952, OPC and OSO merged to become the DDP (Directorate of Plans) and Dulles became Deputy Director of the CIA in charge of clandestine collection and covert action.
22) In 1952, Dulles co-founded Banque Commerciale Arabe in Lausanne, Switzerland, representing a pact between the CIA and the Muslim Brotherhood, which is comprised of Saudi royal family members.
23) In February 1953, Dulles became first Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and served as director between 1953 and 1961.
24) Helped provide safe haven for over 100,000 Nazi criminals in the U.S. and the Americas.
25) Organized Planning Coordination Group, which came to be called the ‘Special Group.’ In this capacity, he had more power than the President. The ‘Special Group’ included CIA Director Allen Dulles, Undersecretary of State Herbert Hoover, Jr., and Undersecretary of Defense Roger Kyes, and was chaired by Nelson Rockefeller.
26) Created, with Rockefellers, Society for the Investigation of Human Ecology at Stanford, that channeled funds for mind control research

C. Dulles, affiliations and partnerships:
1) member of (British Rothschild-agent, Cecil) Rhodes’™ Round Table Group
2) Fabian Socialist
3) 33rd Degree Freemason and Knight Templar
4) Vatican Knight of Malta
5) Founding member of the Council on Foreign Relations
6) Chairman of the Board of the Rockefeller Foundation
7) Board Chairman of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
8) Director of the J. Henry Schroeder bank in London
9) Director of (Rothschild-affiliated) Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
10) Attorney and Director of Sullivan & Cromwell, top Wall Street law firm, whose clients included:
   a. Standard Oil of New Jersey (Rockefeller)
   b. I.G. Farben (powerful German chemical cartel that financed Hitler)
   c. Schroeder Bank
   d. General Motors of Germany
   e. Du Pont family
11) As member of MI6, had intimate pre- and post-World War II intelligence ties with British (MI6)
12) Legal and corporate ties to Nazis through American and German corporate clients;
   a. created extensive pre-World War II Nazi-American business networks (Rockefeller-Harriman-Bush-Dulles network in concert with British and German corporate interests, I.G. Farben, etc.)
   b. involved with extensive post-World War II Nazi-American business networks with Martin Bormann
13) CIA™s James Jesus Angleton, personal friend of Dulles, was Vatican liaison and key figure in Brotherhood
14) As spymaster, worked with both the Vatican and Freemasons, Italy™s P-2 Lodge in Operation Gladio

The following sections (I through XXXV), arranged chronologically, provide various researchers™ insights into the career and life of Allen Dulles. The following piece is lengthy, sometimes redundant, and no doubt, incomplete. Direct quotes from original sources are utilized throughout.

II. Fascism defined

Yeadon and Hawkins (2007) define fascism as follows:

“Fascism is a repressive totalitarian regime in which a few elite control and use the government for their benefit. Any action by a government that places the rights of a corporation or a group of elites above the rights of the people is a step toward fascism… Fascism is a rebellion or revolt by the elite to preserve their social economic status… Unlike communism, fascism does not need a revolution to emerge; Fascism is top-down, elite revolution.”

Characteristics of fascist governments include:

1) Top-down revolution
2) Unbridled corporatism
3) Extreme anti-communism, anti-socialism, anti-liberal views
4) Extreme exploitation
5) Totalitarian
6) Extreme nationalism
7) Destructive divisionism
8) Opportunistic ideology
9) The Use of Violence and Terror
10) Expounding of mysticism or religious beliefs (Crestone/Baca?)
11) Cult-like figurehead
12) Censorship

General background on fascism and globalization from Nace (2005) and Klein (2007):

A. Nace, 2005; ÒGangs of America: The Rise of Corporate Power and the Disabling of Democracy:Ó

ÒGlobalization is nothing new. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, trading and settlement..."
The study is taken up shortly after the collapse of the Third Reich, when General Reinhard Gehlen, Nazi spymaster and Knight of Malta-to-be began negotiations with Allen Dulles and the American
connections with the Nazis. The Dulleses were intermarried with the Prevosts and Mallets of Switzerland, who in collaboration with the British royals, had been European spymasters for hundreds of years.

Allen Dulles, the first director of the CIA, was in many ways the penultimate political insider. His family was an influential early supporter of international eugenics movements and had strong financial

In the above, we see that authors Nace and Klein both mention Allen and John Foster Dulles as primary architects of modern corporate empire. In the following compilation post, I quote over 40 authors

In 1954, United Fruit played a leading role in the CIA-sponsored coup that overthrew the elected president of Guatemala on lavish, stage-managed trips, and presented them with evidence that communism

Such collaborations between corporate interests and spy-agency coup-planners were repeated elsewhere during the Cold War. In 1960, the Belgian mining company Union Miniere, which had run the

More typical than direct corporate rule was the domination of weak Third World governments by corporate interests, of course, was Central America, where nineteenth century railroad entrepreneur Minor Cooper Keith led the building of an extensive railroad system, then moved into fruit as a sideline enterprise. The 1899 merger of Keith's Tropical Trading and Transport Company with the Boson Fruit Company, the United Fruit Company, the Cuban Sugar Cane Company, and the United Fruit Company were the cutting edge of British imperial expansion around the world. The typical pattern of corporate settlements into Crown colonies took place in the 1600s; in India, compared against the Matabele and Shona kingdoms of present-day Zimbabwe, and it was not until 1924 that Manchurian Railway Company, ruled an area the size of France and Germany combined from 1901.

Under pressure from corporate interests, a movement took hold in American and British foreign policy circles that attempted to pull (post World War II) developmentalist governments into the binary logic of the Cold War. Don't be fooled by the moderate, democratic veneer, these hawks warned: Third World nationalism was the first step on the road to totalitarian communism and should be nipped in the bud. Two of the chief proponents of this theory were John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower's Secretary of State, and his brother Allen Dulles, head of the newly created CIA. Before taking public office in the 1950s, Dulles worked on Wall Street, where he represented some of the most powerful companies in the United States, including J.P. Morgan, the International Nickel Company, the Cuban Sugar Cane Company, and the United Fruit Company. The results of the Dulleses' ascendancy were immediate in 1953 and 1954, the CIA staged two coup d'etats, both against Third World governments that identified far more with Keynes than with Stalin.

In the run up to the coup, United Fruit shipped weapons on its company boats and housed coup leaders on company property. United Fruit used its contacts in Washington, including Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, formerly an attorney for United Fruit, and his brother Allen Dulles, the head of the CIA, to make its case for intervention in Guatemala. In the run up to the coup, United Fruit shipped weapons on its company boats and housed coup leaders on company property. United Fruit used its contacts in Washington, including Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, formerly an attorney for United Fruit, and his brother Allen Dulles, the head of the CIA, to make its case for intervention in Guatemala. In the run up to the coup, United Fruit shipped weapons on its company boats and housed coup leaders on company property.

In 1954, United Fruit played a leading role in the CIA-sponsored coup that overthrew the elected president of Guatemala on lavish, stage-managed trips, and presented them with evidence that communism United Fruit used its contacts in Washington, including Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, former attorney for United Fruit, and his brother Allen Dulles, the head of the CIA, to make its case for intervention in Guatemala. In the run up to the coup, United Fruit shipped weapons on its company boats and housed coup leaders on company property.

Such collaborations between corporate interests and spy-agency coup-planners were repeated elsewhere during the Cold War. In 1960, the Belgian mining company Union Miniere, which had run the Congo province of Katanga as a virtual colony since 1908, worked with the CIA and the Belgian government in destabilizing and overthrowing the government of popular leader Patrice Lumumba, who was assassinated and replaced by dictator Joseph Mobutu. Similarly, in 1972, following the election of a socialist, Salvador Allende, as president of Chile, International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), worked with the CIA on a plan to create economic collapse that would de-stabilize Allende's government.
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In the above, we see that authors Nace and Klein both mention Allen and John Foster Dulles as primary architects of modern corporate empire. In the following compilation post, I quote over 40 authors and researchers in order to assess the true scope of Allen Dulles' contributions to the modern world. In the process, I have learned that Allen Dulles, who should be viewed as an agent of the
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Institute of International Affairs, was reorganized in 1921 as the Council on Foreign Relations. The English branch was called the Royal Institute of International Affairs. The American branch, first known as the American Political Science Association, was established in 1919 to "facilitate the scientific study of international questions." As a result, two potent and closely related opinion-making bodies were founded, which only began to reach their full growth in the nineteen-forties, coincident with the formation of the Fabian International Bureau.

For them, Colonel House arranged a dinner meeting at the Hotel Majestic on May 19, 1919, together with a select group of Fabian-certified Englishmen—noteably, Arnold Toynbee, R.H. Tawney, and John Maynard Keynes. All were equally disillusioned, for varied reasons, by the consequences of the peace. They made a gentlemen’s agreement to set up an organization, with branches in England and America, to "educate public opinion on the other. His experience in

It is actually not so odd that Gehlen should have been able to forge ties with director Allen Dulles-

At the turn of the century (1900), the Dulles family, cousins of the Rockefellers, coming from a Southern slave-holding background and powerful international associations, was well-connected with international banking and German interests and, when they noticed them at all, were supporters of eugenics programs (i.e., selective breeding and extermination) for the lower classes...
Edward M. House, the lifelong radical whose name was listed in the New York Social Register, in his memos stated: “Perhaps most important to their rise to power was that at the end of World War I, Allen and John Foster Dulles bore no military rank, and during the Paris peace conference the brothers were informally inducted into the Council on Foreign Relations, with funding coming from the Rockefellers, the Morgans and a theme that informs the thinking of occultic groups since at least the pre-Masonic Rosicrucian inner circle of initiates including Rhodes, Lord Milner, future prime minister Arthur Balfour, and a power structure deep within university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table group, while in the United States it was J.P. Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland.”

The Round Table advocated, in clear reflection of Illuminist ideas (and still does) the destruction of national sovereignties and surrender to an elitist ruling body, the prototype of the New World Order, and a theme that informs the thinking of occultic groups since at least the pre-Masonic Rosicrucians of the 1600s. The Round Table was patterned, according to Rhodes, “on Masonic lines” with an inner circle of initiates including Rhodes, Lord Milner, future prime minister Arthur Balfour, and a power structure deep within university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table group, while in the United States it was J.P. Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland.

Inducted into the Round Table, the Dulles brothers became the officers of the group’s American branches (known as the Chatham House). Other members of the CFR-international bar association, including the Rhodesian Parliament, the Eugenics Research Association, calling for fifty million Americans to be sterilized with the goal of creating the “Perfect Man” by 1980, the Astor family, Rothschild bankers Bernard Baruch controlled U.S. business during World War I as Chairman of the War Industries Board, banker Eugene Meyer headed the War Finance Corporation, while banker Paul Warburg (the latter hired by Kuhn, Loeb and Company at $500,000 per year to promote the creation of the Federal Reserve bank in the U.S.), and other prominent members of the international dollar-aristocracy.

The Rhodes group and its cohorts were key in providing financing for the Russian revolution at the behest of Britain, France, Germany, and the U.S., with additional large (but unreported) sums flowing from the Astor family. Allen Dulles’ star continued to rise when, in 1920, he was appointed First Secretary of the American Embassy in Berlin, and perhaps because of his family connections, took over American intelligence in the strategically key country of Switzerland.

In 1920 Allen Dulles was appointed First Secretary of the American Embassy in Berlin, and perhaps because of his family connections, took over American intelligence in the strategically key country of Germany. Thule and the associated Vril Society were fraternally linked to English secret societies and (coincidentally?) based at least in part upon the writings of Freemason Edward Bulwer-Lytton, who was the author of “Vril: The Power of the Coming Race,” the same man whose philosophy had fired John Ruskin and through him, Cecil Rhodes. This was a time of intensive behind the scenes activity by British and American clandestine services in the promotion of Hitler and National Socialism, in itself “a front for the occultist Thule Bund, to the fore.”

On March 22, 1922, banker Hjalmar Schacht (later to hold the purse strings of the Third Reich as Finance Minister, and whose father had been co-director of the German branch of Equitable Life Assurance, owned by J.P. Morgan, a Rothschild conferee), sent his friend John Foster Dulles a proposal for German companies, with the stated purpose of making German war reparations possible. In addition to arranging funding for Germany, Dulles believed that, contrary to the dictates of Versailles, the country should be re-armed, and (he) arranged covert munitions shipments through du Pont, clients of his law firm, Sullivan and Cromwell.

Historian Dr. Carol Quigley has stated: “There grew up in the twentieth century a power structure between London and New York which penetrated deeply into university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table group, while in the United States it was J.P. Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland. There grew up in the twentieth century a power structure between London and New York which penetrated deeply into university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table group, while in the United States it was J.P. Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland.”
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Historian Dr. Carol Quigley has stated: “There grew up in the twentieth century a power structure between London and New York which penetrated deeply into university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table group, while in the United States it was J.P. Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland.”

d. Keith, J., 2005, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3: Banker Bernard Baruch controlled U.S. business during World War I as Chairman of the War Industries Board, banker Eugene Meyer headed the War Finance Corporation, while banker Paul Warburg (the latter hired by Kuhn, Loeb and Company at $500,000 per year to promote the creation of the Federal Reserve bank in the U.S.), and other prominent members of the international dollar-aristocracy.

In 1920 Allen Dulles was appointed First Secretary of the American Embassy in Berlin, and perhaps because of his family connections, took over American intelligence in the strategically key country of Germany. Thule and the associated Vril Society were fraternally linked to English secret societies and (coincidentally?) based at least in part upon the writings of Freemason Edward Bulwer-Lytton, who was the author of “Vril: The Power of the Coming Race,” the same man whose philosophy had fired John Ruskin and through him, Cecil Rhodes. This was a time of intensive behind the scenes activity by British and American clandestine services in the promotion of Hitler and National Socialism, in itself “a front for the occultist Thule Bund, to the fore.”

On March 22, 1922, banker Hjalmar Schacht (later to hold the purse strings of the Third Reich as Finance Minister, and whose father had been co-director of the German branch of Equitable Life Assurance, owned by J.P. Morgan, a Rothschild conferee), sent his friend John Foster Dulles a proposal for German companies, with the stated purpose of making German war reparations possible. In addition to arranging funding for Germany, Dulles believed that, contrary to the dictates of Versailles, the country should be re-armed, and (he) arranged covert munitions shipments through du Pont, clients of his law firm, Sullivan and Cromwell.
Over the next few years banker Schacht oversaw the entwining of German interests into massive international cartels, the formation of which included a thirty million dollar grant from the Rockefeller family. By 1929 industry in Germany had been built up so that it was second only to the United States. Over the next few years banker Schacht oversaw the entwining of German interests into massive international cartels, the formation of which included a thirty million dollar grant from the Rockefeller family. By 1929 industry in Germany had been built up so that it was second only to the United States.

John Foster Dulles was elevated to the head of Sullivan and Cromwell, the legal firm representing Hitler!

Clients of Sullivan and Cromwell included I.G. Farben (which ran the slave factory at Auschwitz), General Motors of Germany and other companies central to Germany’s World War II effort. After firms in the Rothschild/Round Table alliance, travelled to Germany to negotiate further American aid to Germany, Dulles represented banks and investment firms in the Rothschild/Round Table alliance, travelled to Germany to negotiate further American aid to Germany.

The CFR’s War and Peace Studies Project was to be a central determinant of future aims of the United States. Closely collaborating with the U.S. State Department, the Studies Project divided the world into blocs, compiling available statistics on commodities production and trade. Determining that the self-sufficiency of Germany and Europe was higher than that of the Western Hemisphere, the Studies Project decided that the defeat of Germany and world domination by America was the only solution to the problems of the world. By 1929 industry in Germany had been built up so that it was second only to the United States.

The German delegation to the signing included Paul Warburg’s brother, Max, who was the president of the M.N. Warburg and Co., international bankers, and the individual who assisted Lenin in crossing war-torn Germany during his return to Russia from exile in Switzerland.

The CFR was founded by a group of intellectuals who felt that there was a need for world government. The Senate, the founders of the CFR organized this association for the specific purpose of conditioning the people to accept world government as being a desirable solution to the problems of the world.

The founders included many of those who had been at the signing of the Treaty of Versailles after World War I. Said one delegate: “This is no peace; this only a truce for twenty years.”

Another product of the Versailles meetings was the elite’s Charter for the League of Nations - the Illuminati’s first attempt at creating a global institution. The League of Nations failed. This called for the need to create a think tank/special interest organization that could promote the new world order.
World War I helped create a Communist State. Max Warburg funded Lenin and his revolutionaries for the revolution. Alfred de Rothschild also helped finance the Bolsheviks.

(ETK note: Thus, at the Versailles conference, some of the principal (Illuminati) architects of WWI (House, Warburg brothers, Schroders, Lazards, etc.) essentially passed the torch to the Dulles brothers who would become among the principal (Illuminati) architects of WWII.)

The CFR: One of the groups was the CFRâ€¦. A group of Illuminati wise men took the plans laid out at the Hotel Majestic meetings and formed the CFR. The founders included; Colonel Edward Mandell House (a Rothschild agent), John Foster Dulles (of Rothschild connected Kuhn, Loeb & Co.) and Allen Dulles (also of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.). The CFR was officially founded on July 29, 1921. Money for the founding came from J.P. Morgan, Bernard Baruch, Otto Kahn, Jacob Schiff, Paul Warburg, and John who are probably all crypto-Jewish and/or Freemasons, all the other founders were Jewish).

h. Simpson, C., 1995, The Splendid Blond Beast; Money, Law, and Genocide in the Twentieth Century:

âœIn the wake of World War I, the Dulles brothers helped construct the international treaties and legal definitions that shut down efforts to bring mass murderers of that time to justice. Between the wars, both were active in U.S.-German trade and diplomatic relations, particularly in developing ornate camouflage intended to frustrate efforts to increase public accountability of major companies.

i. Yeadon, G., and Hawkins, J., 2007, The Nazi Hydra in America: Suppressed History of a Century: The Bolshevik Revolution was the midwife for the global rise of the demagogues on the rightâ€¦. (From Portland Independent Media Center: âœIn the spring of 1918, (Samuel Prescott) Bush became chief of the Ordnance, Small Arms, and Ammunition Section of the War Industries Board of Bernard Baruch â€” a close associate of E.H. Harriman and Clarence Dillon â€” with national responsibility for government assistance to and relations with weapons companies including Remington (at the time controlled by Percy Rockefeller- who along with Averill Harriman took time to arrange for Harrimanâ€™s and Bushâ€™s sons Bunny Harriman and Prescott Bush to be admitted to Yaleâ€™s Skull and Bones in 1916.) Remington dominance of ammunition and small arms contracts during World War I continued during Bushâ€™s government service and many years beyond.)

V. Pre-WWII, the âœGreat Game,âœthe âœGerman Experiment,âœthe âœHitler Project,âœWall

a. Wikipedia:

-1922-1926: Allen Dulles served five years as chief of the Near East division of the Department of State.
-1926: A. Dulles earned a law degree from George Washington University Law School and took a job with J. P. Morgan & Co.
-1927: A. Dulles became a director of the Council on Foreign Relations in 1927, the first new director since the Councilâ€™s founding in 1921.
-Late 1920s and early 1930s: A. Dulles was legal adviser to the delegations on arms limitation at the League of Nations. There he had the opportunity to meet with Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Maxim Litvinov, and the leaders of Britain and France.[10]
-1933-1944: A. Dulles was Secretary of the Council on Foreign Relations.[9]

b. Quigley, C., 1981, The Anglo-American Establishment; From Rhodes to Cliveden:

Beginning in 1928 at Berlin, Professor Zimmern organized annual round-table discussion meetings International Studies Conferences and devoted themselves to an effort to obtain different national views on international problems. The influence of the Milner Group was decisive in the Coordinating Committees within the British Commonwealth, especially the British Coordinating Committee for International Studies. The members of this committee were named by four agencies, three of which were controlled by the Milner Group. The agencies were: 1) The RIIA (Royal Institute for International Affairs), 2) the London School of Economics and Political Sciences, 3) the Department of International Politics at University College of Wales, Aberystwyth and 4) the Montague Burton Chair of International Relations at Oxford.

(The Milner Group influence) appeared most clearly at the London meeting of 1935. Thirty-nine delegates from fourteen countries assembled at Chatam House to discuss the problem of collective securityâ€¦. Opening speeches were made by Austen Chamberlain, Allen W. Dulles (of the Council) and Louis Eisenmann of the University of Parisâ€¦. The proceedings were edited and published by a committee of two Frenchmen and A. J. Toynbee.

c. Yergin, D., 1992, The Prize; The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and Power:
But oil exploration and development in Iraq could not begin without a new, sounder concession to the 1914 grant to the Turkish Petroleum Company. Allen Dulles, the chief of the Division of Near East Intelligence on the German Reich, was in Munich with another influential U.S. government official, Truman Smith, assigned to U.S. Army intelligence occupying Germany. Murphy, who had served under Allen Dulles in Berne during the First World War, gathering intelligence on the German Reich, was in Munich with another influential U.S. government official, Truman Smith, assigned to U.S. Army intelligence occupying Germany.

Certain influential American establishment figures were hardly ignorant of what the Hitler movement was about. Leading Wall Street and U.S. State Department circles had been informed from an early stage. Even before the ill-fated 1923 Munich “beer hall putsch,” a U.S. State Department official stationed in Munich as part of a Versailles occupation of Germany, Robert Murphy, later a central figure in the postwar Bilderberg group, personally met the young Hitler through General Erich Ludendorff. Murphy, who had served under Allen Dulles in Berne during the First World War, gathering intelligence on the German Reich, was in Munich with another influential U.S. government official, Truman Smith, assigned to U.S. Army intelligence occupying Germany.

In October, after the world financial system had been disintegrated, officers of the (British) Royal Air Force escorted Alfred Rosenberg, Hitler’s theorist of the race, in a guided tour of the London clubs. Rosenberg encountered, amongst others, the director of the Times, Geoffrey Dawson; the editor of the Daily Express and Churchill’s sidekick, Lord Beaverbrook; the human spider himself, (Montague) Murphy, who had served under Allen Dulles in Berne during the First World War, gathering intelligence on the German Reich, was in Munich with another influential U.S. government official, Truman Smith, assigned to U.S. Army intelligence occupying Germany.

The British support for the Hitler option reached to the very highest levels. It included Britain’s Hitler’s armies marching to Sudetenland in the east. Philip Kerr (later Lord Lothian) of the Ceci project as part of the infamous Cliveden set in British circles, as did Lord Beaverbrook, the most influential British press magnate of the day, who controlled the mass-circulation “Daily Express.”

The financial shape of the “new order” was delineated in the summer of 1931. The British policy at this juncture was to create the “Hitler Project,” knowing fully what its ultimate purpose would be. Special Air Services, related in a private discussion almost half a century later, “The greatest misfortune is for one to bleed one another to death.”

The greatest misfortune is for one to bleed one another to death. But perhaps the most influential backer of Hitler’s movement at this time was the Prince of Wales, who became Edward VIII in early 1936, until his abdication at the end of the same year.

However, there was a larger geopolitical motive to their fascist sympathies before the war. They, like their cousins in the British Round Table circles, desired a larger war, a war between their two formidable potential Eurasian rivals for hegemony: Russia and Germany. They wanted a war in which both great powers, Stalin’s Soviet Union and Hitler’s Third Reich, would “bleed each other to death.” It had little to do with ideology or romantic illusions about the superiority of the Aryan race, despite the fact that until 1939 the Rockefeller Foundation generously funded eugenics research, including live human experiments in Hitler’s Third Reich. Their motivation required decimating both Germany and the Soviet Union.

Requirement decimating both Germany and the Soviet Union.

Eugenics research, including live human experiments in Hitler’s Third Reich. Their motivation had everything to do with the building of their American Century on the ashes of Europe, which would “bleed each other to death.” It had little to do with ideology or romantic illusions about the superiority of the Aryan race, despite the fact that until 1939 the Rockefeller Foundation generously funded eugenics research, including live human experiments in Hitler’s Third Reich. Their motivation required decimating both Germany and the Soviet Union.
Hamburg Amerika was one of two companies pivotal to the Harriman-Bush dealings with the Nazis. The other company was Union Bank. The United States confiscated Hamburg-Amerika’s commercial steamships at the end of World War I. By some arrangements with the U.S. authorities that were never made public, these ships then became the property of the Harriman enterprise. George Walker, Prescott Bush’s father-in-law, arranged the credits Harriman needed to take control of the Hamburg-Amerika Line.

The Rockefeller clan was not alone in secret financial and industrial dealings with the Third Reich. The Rockefeller family through Avery Rockefeller, John D. Rockefeller’s nephew, and the Dulles brothers, Allen and John Foster, partners of Rockefeller’s law firm, were also involved. The notable aspect of their new bank were the partners, which included John D. Rockefeller’s cousin, Baron Kurt von Schroeder, head of J.H. Stein Bank of Cologne and director of that bank. Baron von Schroeder had served as Hitler’s liaison to German Big Industry, Die Wirtshaft, from the time Hitler was far back as 1931 and served as Hitler’s liaison to German Big Industry, Die Wirtshaft, through the Harzburger Front of leading figures including Hjalmar Schacht, Fritz Thyssen, General Oberst von Seeckt and numerous others who backed Hitler during the early phase of Germany’s economic crisis.

Moreover, the New York attorneys who arranged the legal aspects of the Schroeder, Rockefeller bank were two brothers, John Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles, both partners of Rockefeller’s law firm, Sullivan & Cromwell. Allen Dulles sat on the board of the new bank as well. Notably, during the war, Allen Dulles joined the US Office of Strategic Services, predecessor to the CIA, and spent the war running intelligence operations, ostensibly against Nazi Germany from Berne, Switzerland.

The Schroeder family of bankers was a linchpin for the Nazi activities of Harriman and Prescott Bush. Schroeder, Rockefeller and Company, Investment Bankers, was formed as part of an overall company that Time magazine disclosed as being the economic booster of the Rome-Berlin axis. The partners in Schroeder, Rockefeller and Company included Avery Rockefeller, nephew of J.D. Rockefeller, Baron Bruno von Schroeder of London and the directors of the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, which had intricate connections to the Nazis and the Dulles brothers.

The United States confiscated Hamburg-Amerika’s commercial steamships at the end of World War I. By some arrangements with the U.S. authorities that were never made public, these ships then became the property of the Harriman enterprise. George Walker, Prescott Bush’s father-in-law, organized American Ship and Commerce Co. and Harriman 15 Corp. as subsidiaries that they also ran.

The Schroeder family of bankers was a linchpin for the Nazi activities of Harriman and Prescott Bush. The United States confiscated Hamburg-Amerika’s commercial steamships at the end of World War I. By some arrangements with the U.S. authorities that were never made public, these ships then became the property of the Harriman enterprise. George Walker, Prescott Bush’s father-in-law, organized American Ship and Commerce Co. and Harriman 15 Corp. as subsidiaries that they also ran.

The Rockefeller clan was not alone in secret financial and industrial dealings with the Third Reich. They worked with other leaders of the US power establishment, most notably the DuPont chemicals family and the Rockefellers. The Rockefeller family through Avery Rockefeller, John D. Rockefeller’s nephew, and the Dulles brothers, Allen and John Foster, partners of Rockefeller’s law firm, were also involved.

The notable aspect of their new bank were the partners, which included John D. Rockefeller’s cousin, Baron Kurt von Schroeder, head of J.H. Stein Bank of Cologne and director of that bank. Baron von Schroeder had served as Hitler’s liaison to German Big Industry, Die Wirtshaft, through the Harzburger Front of leading figures including Hjalmar Schacht, Fritz Thyssen, General Oberst von Seeckt and numerous others who backed Hitler during the early phase of Germany’s economic crisis.

The Rockefeller family through Avery Rockefeller, John D. Rockefeller’s nephew, and the Dulles brothers, Allen and John Foster, partners of Rockefeller’s law firm, were also involved.

The notable aspect of their new bank were the partners, which included John D. Rockefeller’s cousin, Baron Kurt von Schroeder, head of J.H. Stein Bank of Cologne and director of that bank. Baron von Schroeder had served as Hitler’s liaison to German Big Industry, Die Wirtshaft, through the Harzburger Front of leading figures including Hjalmar Schacht, Fritz Thyssen, General Oberst von Seeckt and numerous others who backed Hitler during the early phase of Germany’s economic crisis.

The Rockefeller family through Avery Rockefeller, John D. Rockefeller’s nephew, and the Dulles brothers, Allen and John Foster, partners of Rockefeller’s law firm, were also involved.
During 1932, Hitler’s thugs murdered thousands of Germans. Arms for Hitler were shipped to C and then transported across Holland freely. Samuel Pryor, founder of Union Bank and a partner in Shirts were armed primarily with Remington arms and Thompson submachine guns. A Senate inv American-made guns.

While Eisenhower’s troops defeated The Third Reich on the battlefields of Europe, the war machine. At the center of this small confederacy two firms stand out: Brown Brothers & Harriman, a

Unequivocally, John Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, Prescott Bush and Averill Harriman were the most facilitiated other American aid to the Nazis. Bush and Harriman acted as Hitler’s American bank Nazi’s espionage ring in the United States. Once it was clear that war was immanent, the Dulles Prescott Bush came from America’s elite that almost universally supported fascism. Bush was g

VI. World War II and the Rockefeller-Harriman-Bush-Dulles faction


Allen Dulles was chief of station in Berne, Switzerland in the early 1940s, at the time that the efe same time mind control experimentation using mescaline and other drugs were being used on inr

Allen’s brother, John Foster Dulles, became the chief executive of the influential Sullivan and C until 1937 by the Warburg family, banking partners with the Rockefellers, along with Rockefeller’s same firm. After World War II, the president of Standard Oil, Emil Helfferich, testified that Standard
The founder of the Muslim Brotherhood was a Freemason, Hassan al Banna, born in 1906, who developed from the influence of the three Salafi reformers, Afghani, Abduh and Rida. Banna’s father was a brotherhoods and societies flourish. [3]

The Muslim Brotherhood is a London creation, forged as the standard-bearer of an ancient, anti-religious (pagan) heresy that has plagued Islam since the establishment of the Islamic community by the Prophet Mohammed in the seventh century. Representing organized Islamic fundamentalism, the organization called the Muslim Brotherhood (Ikhwan al-Muslimum in Arabic) was officially founded in Egypt, in 1929, by the British agent Hasan al-Banna, a Sufi mystic. Today, the Muslim Brotherhood is the umbrella under which a host of fundamentalist Sufi, Sunni, and radical Shiite (umma) movements are subsumed.

It was strictly a business as usual during the Second World War for many of these same people. The Nazis, created by the Illuminati, at the core represented an occult society that grew out of the associations around Jamal ud Din al Afghani and his H.B. of L. The Nazi Party was the result of a merging of the Thule Society, Order of the Eastern Star, O.T.O. (Ordo Templi Orientis) of (Aleister) Crowley and the Thule Gesselschaft of Germany. The chief architect of the Thule group was Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorff, who had contact with Dervish Orders, and knew much about Sufism.

While Hitler cynically denounced the company as an international Jewish organization, Schacht declared the merger of I.G. Farben, the giant chemical firm, to be effectively a single firm, having been merged in hundreds of cartel arrangements. It was led, up until 1937, by Rockefeller’s partners, the Frankist (Jewish sect) Warburgs.[2] After WW II began, Standard Oil pledged to keep the merger with I.G. Farben, even if the U.S. entered the war.

The Nazis

It was Montagu Norman, as Chairman of the Bank of England, who, from 1933 through 1939, met repeatedly with Hjalmar Schacht, Reich Minister of Economics, and a member of the Rhodes Round Table, to plan the overall budget of the Nazi regime with British credit, and guided the strategies of Hitler.

An American alliance with Stalin provided tacit approval to the slaughter of six million Ukrainians (ETK note: This very real Holocaust was called the “Homolodor” TM!- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holodomor) along with the joint German-Russian invasion of Poland; and the Russian invasion of Finland, I blueprints for the atomic bomb and shipments of refined uranium, delivered by the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) to Stalin. After the war the American military cooperated in Operation Keelhaul, sending two million fleeing World War II is the story of the death of thirty-five million patriotic, slogan-shouting serfs, while billions of dollars lined the pockets of the international bankers and their cohorts, the politicians and weapons manufacturers.

c. The Muslim Brotherhood by author David Livingston (http://www.conspiracyschool.com/)

The Nazis

It was Montagu Norman, as Chairman of the Bank of England, who, from 1933 through 1939, met repeatedly with Hjalmar Schacht, Reich Minister of Economics, and a member of the Rhodes Round Table, to plan the overall budget of the Nazi regime with British credit, and guided the strategies of Hitler.

While Hitler cynically denounced the company as an international Jewish organization, Schacht declared the merger of I.G. Farben, the giant chemical firm, to be effectively a single firm, having been merged in hundreds of cartel arrangements. It was led, up until 1937, by Rockefeller’s partners, the Frankist (Jewish sect) Warburgs. After WW II began, Standard Oil pledged to keep the merger with I.G. Farben, even if the U.S. entered the war.

The Nazis, created by the Illuminati, at the core represented an occult society that grew out of the associations around Jamal ud Din al Afghani and his H.B. of L. The Thule Society formed a political party named the Germany Workers Party. This was in turn was later renamed the National Socialist German Workers’ Party, more popularly known as the Nazi Party. The Nazis, created by the Illuminati, at the core represented an occult society that grew out of the associations around Jamal ud Din al Afghani and his H.B. of L. The Nazi Party was the result of a merging of the Thule Society, Order of the Eastern Star, O.T.O. (Ordo Templi Orientis) of (Aleister) Crowley and the Thule Gesselschaft of Germany. The chief architect of the Thule group was Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorff, who had contact with Dervish Orders, and knew much about Sufism.

The doctrines of the Thule order were founded on the Coming Race by the Bulwer-Lytton, as the Thule Society formed a political party named the Germany Workers Party. This was in turn later renamed the National Socialist German Workers’ Party. The Nazis, by Adolph Hitler in 1920, who became Chancellor of Germany in 1933 and dictator in 1934, whose insignia was a Runic symbol, thought to represent the lost wisdom of their Aryan forefather.

These two factions, that developed out of Afghani’s influence, the Nazis and the Salafi movement body of agent-provocateurs, more commonly known as terrorists. The name of this organization is the upper leadership of the Muslim Brotherhood would profess Islam only to deceive, while in actuality Robert Dreyfuss described, in Hostage to Khomeini, a revealing look at the conspiracy to promote terrorism in the name of religion.

The Muslim Brotherhood is a London creation, forged as the standard-bearer of an ancient, anti-religious (pagan) heresy that has plagued Islam since the establishment of the Islamic community by the Prophet Mohammed in the seventh century. Representing organized Islamic fundamentalism, the organization called the Muslim Brotherhood (Ikhwan al-Muslimum in Arabic) was officially founded in Egypt, in 1929, by the British agent Hasan al-Banna, a Sufi mystic. Today, the Muslim Brotherhood is the umbrella under which a host of fundamentalist Sufi, Sunni, and radical Shiite (umma) movements are subsumed.

The founder of the Muslim Brotherhood was a Freemason, Hassan al Banna, born in 1906, who developed from the influence of the three Salafi reformers, Afghani, Abduh and Rida. Banna’s father was a brotherhoods and societies flourish. [3]

b. Keith, J., 2005, Mind Control and UFOs; Casebook on Alternative 3:
When Hitler came to power in the 1930s, he and Nazi intelligence made contact with al Banna and his colleagues. Banna and his colleagues were so supportive that he and other members of the Brotherhood, were recruited by Nazi Military Intelligence. Banna himself said that he had "considerable admiration for the Nazi Brownshirts and fascist "Young Egypt" movement, founded in October 1933, by lawyer Ahmed Hussein, and members held Nazi salute and literal translations of Nazi slogans. Among its members, Young Egypt counted two

The Odessa Network/Project Paperclip

Assisting the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis was the CIA, headed by Allen Dulles. A 33rd generation of the Rockefellers, Chairman of the Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, and Board Chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank in London, a prime instrument employed by Montagu Norman in his support of the Versailles Treaty's harsh terms against Germany. And yet, it was the two of them who secretly bankrolled more than a hundred Nazi espionage and military experts to train Egyptian police and army units in the mid-1950s.

In March 1952, Kermit "Kim" Roosevelt, grandson of President Roosevelt, who headed the CIA Near East Operations, had begun a series of meetings with Nasser that led to the coup four months later. Allen Dulles turned to Reinhard Gehlen, the most senior eastern front military intelligence officer, intelligence contacts in the USSR, Dulles and the OSS, reunited Gehlen with his Nazi associates, to assist the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis.

Gehlen handpicked 350 former German army and SS officers who were released from internment camps. These men included Gestapo captain Klaus Barbie, otherwise known as the "Butcher of Lyon" Emil Augsburg, who directed the Wansee Institute, where the "Final Solution" was formulated, chief Heinrich Muller, Adolf Eichmann's immediate superior, whose signature appears on orders written in 1943 for the deportation of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz for killing.

By the early 1950s, Reinhard Gehlen was in charge of developing the new German intelligence service. Gehlen also orchestrated an operation in Italy, known as "Stay-Bel lines in the event of a Soviet invasion. The plan was later codified under the umbrella of the Clandestine Coordinating Committee of the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), the military arm of NATO. US planners worried over the growing influence of Italy's large and popular communist party, the National Progressive Party, and recruited the NATO intelligence contacts in the USSR, Gehlen and his associates, to work against it.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.

Gelli had been a member of Mussolini's "Black shirts" and later acted as liaison officer to the Hermann Goering SS division.

Through the same ratlines, Dulles also orchestrated an operation in Italy, known as "Stay-Bel lines in the event of a Soviet invasion. The plan was later codified under the umbrella of the Clandestine Coordinating Committee of the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), the military arm of NATO. US planners worried over the growing influence of Italy's large and popular communist party, the National Progressive Party, and recruited the NATO intelligence contacts in the USSR, Gehlen and his associates, to work against it.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.

The Odessa Network/Project Paperclip

Assisting the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis was the CIA, headed by Allen Dulles. A 33rd generation of the Rockefellers, Chairman of the Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, and Board Chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank in London, a prime instrument employed by Montagu Norman in his support of the Versailles Treaty's harsh terms against Germany. And yet, it was the two of them who secretly bankrolled more than a hundred Nazi espionage and military experts to train Egyptian police and army units in the mid-1950s.

In March 1952, Kermit "Kim" Roosevelt, grandson of President Roosevelt, who headed the CIA Near East Operations, had begun a series of meetings with Nasser that led to the coup four months later. Allen Dulles turned to Reinhard Gehlen, the most senior eastern front military intelligence officer, intelligence contacts in the USSR, Dulles and the OSS, reunited Gehlen with his Nazi associates, to assist the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis.

Gehlen handpicked 350 former German army and SS officers who were released from internment camps. These men included Gestapo captain Klaus Barbie, otherwise known as the "Butcher of Lyon" Emil Augsburg, who directed the Wansee Institute, where the "Final Solution" was formulated, chief Heinrich Muller, Adolf Eichmann's immediate superior, whose signature appears on orders written in 1943 for the deportation of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz for killing.

By the early 1950s, Reinhard Gehlen was in charge of developing the new German intelligence service. Gehlen also orchestrated an operation in Italy, known as "Stay-Bel lines in the event of a Soviet invasion. The plan was later codified under the umbrella of the Clandestine Coordinating Committee of the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), the military arm of NATO. US planners worried over the growing influence of Italy's large and popular communist party, the National Progressive Party, and recruited the NATO intelligence contacts in the USSR, Gehlen and his associates, to work against it.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.
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The Odessa Network/Project Paperclip

Assisting the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis was the CIA, headed by Allen Dulles. A 33rd generation of the Rockefellers, Chairman of the Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, and Board Chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank in London, a prime instrument employed by Montagu Norman in his support of the Versailles Treaty's harsh terms against Germany. And yet, it was the two of them who secretly bankrolled more than a hundred Nazi espionage and military experts to train Egyptian police and army units in the mid-1950s.

In March 1952, Kermit "Kim" Roosevelt, grandson of President Roosevelt, who headed the CIA Near East Operations, had begun a series of meetings with Nasser that led to the coup four months later. Allen Dulles turned to Reinhard Gehlen, the most senior eastern front military intelligence officer, intelligence contacts in the USSR, Dulles and the OSS, reunited Gehlen with his Nazi associates, to assist the Egyptians in coordinating with the Nazis.

Gehlen handpicked 350 former German army and SS officers who were released from internment camps. These men included Gestapo captain Klaus Barbie, otherwise known as the "Butcher of Lyon" Emil Augsburg, who directed the Wansee Institute, where the "Final Solution" was formulated, chief Heinrich Muller, Adolf Eichmann's immediate superior, whose signature appears on orders written in 1943 for the deportation of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz for killing.

By the early 1950s, Reinhard Gehlen was in charge of developing the new German intelligence service. Gehlen also orchestrated an operation in Italy, known as "Stay-Bel lines in the event of a Soviet invasion. The plan was later codified under the umbrella of the Clandestine Coordinating Committee of the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), the military arm of NATO. US planners worried over the growing influence of Italy's large and popular communist party, the National Progressive Party, and recruited the NATO intelligence contacts in the USSR, Gehlen and his associates, to work against it.

Also involved in the Nazi smuggling operations was George Herbert Walker, maternal grandfather of George H. W. Bush. Walker was president of Union Banking Corporation, a firm that traded with I. G. Farben, the Rockefeller-Harriman-Hamburg-Amerika Line, a shipping line and cover for I. G. Farben's Nazi espionage unit in the United States. Walker helped take over North American operations of Union Banking.
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George H.W. Bush’s father, Prescott, was a board member of Union Banking, and a senior partner of Prescott Bush were members of Yale University’s Skull and Bones society, which was the dominant included Germany’s Thule Society, later the Nazis. The Bush family are descendants of several Breton Fitzalan family, a younger branch of which went on to become the Stuarts of Scotland, and

However, the U.S. government investigated both Bert Walker and Prescott Bush, and under the Trading with the Enemy Act, seized all shares of Union Banking, including shares held by Prescott Bush, because huge sections of Prescott Bush’s empire had been operated on behalf of Nazi Germany.

The German chemical company I.G. Farben also directly financed Joseph Mengele’s experiments. Mengele was among the hundreds of high-ranking Nazis who used the U.S. intelligence and military services in the Paperclip project. Of particular interest were scientists specializing in aerodynamics and rocketry, such as Hermann Schmitz and Dr. Georg von Schnitzler representing Farben’s board of directors. According to author Eustace Mullins, also attending this meeting were John Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles of the New York law firm Sullivan and Cromwell, which represented the Schroeder bank. This claim has been disputed by other researchers.

The plan was to employ the age-old indoctrination methods of the Ismaili Assassins, to continue to create mind-controlled agent provocateurs, more commonly known as “terrorists.”

In 1952, Dulles founded Banque Commerciale Arabe in Lausanne, Switzerland, representing a pact between the CIA and the Muslim Brotherhood, which is comprised of Saudi royal family members.

The plan was to employ the age-old indoctrination methods of the Ismaili Assassins, to continue to create mind-controlled agent provocateurs, more commonly known as “terrorists.”

According to the author of “Mind Control The Ultimate Terror” (http://educate-yourself.org/mind-control-the-ultimate-terror/) it was through Mengele that the MK-Ultra and Monarch programs were developed. The project was begun in the 1950s, and coordinated by the British psychological warfare unit called the Tavistock agencies. The Tavistock Institute, formed at Oxford University, London, by the RIIA in 1922, became the Psychiatric Division of the British Army during World War II. The plan was to employ the age-old indoctrination methods of the Ismaili Assassins, to continue to create mind-controlled agent provocateurs, more commonly known as “terrorists.”

The ostensible reason for MK-Ultra, incepted by then director of the CIA, Dulles, in 1953, was to control U.S. prisoners captured during the Korean War were coerced into signing false confessions of crimes. In 1959, a book, which was made into a movie in 1962, explains the true intent of the men who were hired to assassinate the leading U.S. presidential candidate. The CIA would employ the expertise of former Nazis for their expertise in propaganda and psychological warfare, and hire former Nazis for their expertise in propaganda and psychological warfare.

The ostensible reason for MK-Ultra, incepted by then director of the CIA, Dulles, in 1953, was to control U.S. prisoners captured during the Korean War were coerced into signing false confessions of crimes. In 1959, a book, which was made into a movie in 1962, explains the true intent of the men who were hired to assassinate the leading U.S. presidential candidate. The CIA would employ the expertise of former Nazis for their expertise in propaganda and psychological warfare.

VII. Pre- and Post-World War II American-Nazi Collusion, Operation Sunrise, the OSS-CIA, Deputy Director of CIA

It was in fact, wealthy businessmen in Western industrial and banking circles who guaranteed that the German aristocrats, industrialists, and army officers, brokered by banker Baron Kurt Freiherr von Schroeder at von Schroeder’s home on January 4, 1933. On hand were prominent industrialists, at von Schnitzler representing Farben’s board of directors. According to author Eustace Mullins, a Cromwell, which represented the Schroeder bank. This claim has been disputed by other researchers.

Two prominent U.S. business leaders who supported Hitler and served on the board of directors of George H.W. Bush and grandfather of President George W. Bush. The attorneys for these dealings...
Shortly before he took up his OSS post in Berlin, Allen Dulles guaranteed de facto asylum to SS Obergruppenführer Karl Wolff— the highest-ranking SS officer to survive the war—and to a collection of Wolff’s most senior aides... Allen Dulles’s pivotal role in this hidden but crucial phase of European politics is at the core of Operation Sunrise— the secret negotiations in 1945 for a German surrender in northern Italy. This stepping-stone for Dulles’s postwar intelligence career was his covert diplomacy bringing together Western intelligence agencies, fugitive Nazis, and certain leading Vatican officials of the day.

Allen Dulles exploited his post in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) to quash war crimes prosnances and clandestine schemes to secure U.S. advantage in Central Europe. He personally intervened to ensure the escape from prosecution of major German bankers and industrialists complicit in the Nazis’s extermination-through-labor program, according to archival records brought to light here for the first time. Dulles also protected SS Obergruppenführer Karl Wolff, the highest-ranking SS officer to survive the war and one of the principal sponsors of the Treblinka extermination camp, as well as a number of Wolff’s senior aides.

c. Coleman, J., 2008, A Conspirator’s Hierarchy: The Committee of 300:

In the 40s and 50s it was a sector of the Presbyterian Church that played a larger than life role in shaping U.S. domestic and foreign policy through John Foster and Alan Dulles.

g. Loftus, J., 2011, America’s Nazi Secret: An Insider’s History of How the United States Depressed Families Who Funded Hitler, Stalin, and Arab Terrorists; Lying to Congress, the GAO and the CIA a 9/11 Investigators the Role of Arab Nazi War Criminals in Recruiting Modern Middle Eastern Terrorists:

U.S. Army Military intelligence was particularly alarmed about the influence of old OSS hands in the civilian-oriented CIA, for the Army had always regarded the OSS as too liberal in its political coloration. Many of the G-2 staff were convinced that the OSS had been effectively penetrated by the Bolsheviks to work with him.

d. Tarpley, W., 2005, 9/11 Synthetic Terror; Made in U.S.A.:

(General Lyman) Lemnitzer had worked with Allen Dulles during World War II, and was part of Dulles’s Operation Sunrise, the separate surrender of German forces in Italy by SS General Karl Wolff. Lemnitzer had helped to assemble the first stay-behind networks of the Gladio type, which were often staffed by former Nazis and fascists.


A central focus of the Harriman security regime in Washington (1950-1953) was the organization of covert operations, and psychological warfare. Harriman, together with his lawyers and business partners, Allen and John Foster Dulles, wanted the government’s secret services to conduct extensive propaganda campaigns and mass-psychology experiments within the U.S.A., and paramilitary campaigns abroad. This would supposedly ensure a stable world-wide environment favorable to Anglo-American financial and political interests.

VIII. 1933: Judea Declares War on Germany, then entices Hitler to sign the Transfer Agreement

ETK comment: In these two little-publicized events; 1) the Jewish boycott of Germany in March, Jewish/Rothschild manipulation and creation of the enemy of Germany via the Hegelian dialectic:

1. Problem (Thesis): All of Judea declares international economic boycott against Germany which

2. Reaction (Antithesis): Economically vulnerable, Hitler compromises with the Jews and agrees to stop Jewish economic sanctions (the Transfer Agreement);

3. Solution (Synthesis): 1) The Jewish people unite as a people in war against their new enemy: comfortable but nonetheless persecuted Jews of Germany and Europe are driven out of Europe and vilified for persecuting and exterminating the Jews.

Herein, we also see British Israel’s classic one-two punch against Germany. The first was experiment by British, American, and German financiers, Wall Street/City of London bankers, the RIIA, CFR, Rothschild-Rockefeller-Harriman-Bush-Dulles faction, etc. Second, when the Third Reich was just established and vulnerable, international Jewry threatened to topple it with a fiendish, ingenious, and diabolical plot was hatched by Satan himself.
A simple analogy of what Jewish financiers did to the Nazis would be the training of a “killer” German shepherd dog. Step One: Get the biggest, strongest German shepherd possible. Step Two: Train it to be mean; a fighter and a killer. Step Three: Kick it repeatedly until it fights back.

This is the short explanation of “the German experiment,” i.e., the “Hitler Project” that produced World War II, Israel, and the Nazi infiltration of America.

The Jewish Declaration Of War On Germany: The Economic Boycott of 1933

Few people know the facts about the singular event that helped spark what ultimately became known as World War II— the international Jewish declaration of war on Germany shortly after Adolf Hitler came to power. The March 24, 1933 issue of The Daily Express of London described how Jewish leaders, in combination with powerful international Jewish financial interests, had launched a boycott of Germany for the express purpose of crippling her already precarious economy in the hope of bringing down the new Hitler regime. It was only then that Germany struck back in response. Thus, if truth be told, it was the worldwide Jewish leadership— not the Third Reich— that effectively fired the first shot in the Second World War, describing the Jewish campaign as nothing less than a “holy war.”

The war by the international Jewish leadership on Germany not only sparked definite reprisals between the Hitler government and the leaders of the Zionist movement who hoped that the tension between the Germans and the Jews would lead to massive emigration to Palestine (ETK— via the Transfer Agreement). In short, the result was a tactical alliance between the Nazis and the founders of the modern-day state of Israel—a fact that many today would prefer be forgotten.

Even Germany’s Jewish Central Association, known as the Verein, contested the suggestion (made by some Jewish leaders outside Germany) that the new government was deliberately provoking anti-Jewish uprisings. The Verein issued a statement that “the responsible government authorities [i.e. the Hitler regime] are unaware of the threatening situation,” saying, “we do not believe our German fellow citizens will let themselves be carried away into committing excesses against the Jews.”

Despite this, Jewish leaders in the United States and Britain determined on their own that it was necessary to launch a war against the Hitler government. On March 12, 1933 the American Jewish Congress announced a massive protest at Madison Square Gardens for March 27. At that time the commander in chief of the Jewish War Veterans called for an American boycott of German goods. In the meantime, on March 23, 20,000 Jews protested at New York’s City Hall as rallies were staged outside the North German Lloyd and Hamburg-American shipping lines and boycotts were mounted against German goods throughout shops and businesses in New York City.

According to The Daily Express of London of March 24, 1933, the Jews had already launched their international boycott against Germany and her elected government. The headline read “Judea Declares War on Germany — Jews of All the World Unite — Boycott of German Goods — Mass Demonstrations.” The article described a forthcoming “holy war” and went on to implore Jews everywhere to boycott German goods and engage in mass demonstrations against German economic interests. According to The Daily Express of London of March 24, 1933, “the whole of Israel throughout the world is uniting to declare an economic and financial war on Germany.”

The Express said that Germany was “now confronted with an international boycott of its trade, its finances, and its industry” in London, New York, Paris, and Warsaw. Jewish businessmen are united to go on an economic crusade.

The article said “worldwide preparations are being made to organize protest demonstrations,” and weapons to fight out its age old battle against its persecutors.

This truly could be described as “the first shot fired in the Second World War.”

In a similar vein, the Jewish newspaper Natscha Retsch wrote:

“The war against Germany will be waged by all Jewish communities, conferences, congresses and interests, which require that Germany be wholly destroyed.

The danger for us Jews lies in the whole German people, in Germany as a whole as well as in individuals, and we must make every effort to avoid any descent into the abyss.

And we must be prepared to fight with every means available to us, every weapon at our disposal.”
Pouring out of the global press strengthened the resolve of Germany’s enemies, especially the Poles and their hawkish military high command.

To understand Hitler’s reaction to the Jewish declaration of war, it is vital to understand the critical state of the German economy at the time. In 1933, the German economy was in a shambles. Some 3 million Germans were on public assistance with a total of 6 million unemployed. Hyper-inflation had destroyed the economic vitality of the German nation. Furthermore, the anti-German propaganda poured out of the global press strengthened the resolve of Germany’s enemies, especially the Poles and their hawkish military high command.

The simple fact is that it was organized Jewry as a political entity – and not even the German Jewish community per se – that actually initiated the first shot in the war with Germany.

Hitler’s speech of March 28, 1933. Discerning readers would be wise to ask why Friedlander felt this item of history so irrelevant.

Not even Saul Friedlander in his otherwise comprehensive overview of German policy, “Nazi Germany and the Jews,” mentions the fact that the Jewish declaration of war and boycott preceded the most ponderous and detailed histories of “the Holocaust.”

The Communist and Marxist criminals and their Jewish-intellectual instigators, who, having made off with their capital stocks across the border in the nick of time, are now unleashing an unscrupulous, treasonous campaign of agitation against the German Volk as a whole from thereâ¦.

In the meantime, though, German Foreign Minister Konstantin von Neurath complained of the âœAs concerns Jews, I can only say that their propagandists abroad are rendering their co-religionists about persecution and torture of Jews, the impression that they actually halt at nothing, not even a

This New York Daily News front-page headline hailed the massive anti-German protest rally held tensions and prevent the escalation of name-calling and threats by the international Jewish leader cities during the same time frame. The intensity of the Jewish campaign against Germany was such Germany of Jewish-owned stores. Despite this, the hate campaign continued, forcing Germany to economically strangled. This was before Hitler decided to boycott Jewish goods.

It was in direct response to this that the German government announced a one-day boycott of Jew if, after the one-day boycott, there were no further attacks on Germany, the boycott would be stop if, after the original Jewish declaration of war â“ saying:

"The Communist and Marxist criminals and their Jewish-intellectual instigators, who, having m treasonous campaign of agitation against the German Volk as a whole from thereâ¦."

Lies and slander of positively hair-raising perversity are being launched about Germany. Horror stories of dismembered Jewish corpses, gouged out eyes and hacked off hands are circulating for the purpose of defaming the German Volk in the world for the second time, just as they had succeeded in doing once before in 1914.

Thus, the fact â“ one conveniently left out of nearly all history on the subject â“ is that Hitler’s worldwide Jewish leadership just four days earlier. Today, Hitler’s boycott order is described as the most ponderous and detailed histories of âœthe Holocaustâ.

Not even Saul Friedlander in his otherwise comprehensive overview of German policy, “Nazi G Hitler’s speech of March 28, 1933. Discerning readers would be wise to ask why Friedlander fel

The simple fact is that it was organized Jewry as a political entity â“ and not even the German Jew Germany’s response was a defensive â“ not an offensive â“ measure. Were that fact widely kn conflagration that followed.

To understand Hitler’s reaction to the Jewish declaration of war, it is vital to understand the crit million Germans were on public assistance with a total of 6 million unemployed. Hyper-inflation l
The Jewish leaders were not bluffing. The boycott was an act of war not solely in metaphor: it was a deliberate, cold-bloodedly planned and already partially executed campaign for the extermination of a proud, gentle, loyal, law-abiding people...
According to Jewish historian Walter Laqueur and many others, German Jews were far from convinced that immigration to Palestine was the answer. Furthermore, although the majority of German Jews refused to consider the Zionists as their political leaders, it is clear that Hitler protected and cooperated with the Zionists for the purposes of implementing the “final solution:” the mass transfer of Jews to the Middle East.

Edwin Black, in his massive tome *The Transfer Agreement* (Macmillan, 1984), stated that although Nazi Germany a Jew’s*™s best chance of getting out of Germany was by emigrating to Palestine. In 1933, the Nazis and Jewish Palestine signed an agreement to transfer 60,000 Jews and $100 million of their assets to Jewish Palestine in exchange for stopping the worldwide Jewish-led boycott threatening to derail the German economy.

Thus, according to the Zionists, a Jew could leave Germany only if he went to the Levant.

The primary difficulty with the Transfer Agreement (or even the idea of such an agreement) was that each immigrant had to pay 1,000 pounds sterling upon arrival in Haifa or elsewhere. The difficulty was that such hard currency was nearly impossible to come by in a cash-strapped and radically inflationary Germany. This was the main idea behind the final Transfer Agreement. Laqueur writes:

A large German bank would freeze funds paid in by immigrants in blocked accounts for German exporters, while a bank in Palestine would control the sale of German goods to Palestine, thereby providing the immigrants with the necessary foreign currency on the spot. Sam Cohen, co-owner of Hanoaiah Ltd. and initiator of the transfer endeavors, was however subjected to long-lasting objections from his own people and finally had to concede that such a transfer agreement could only be conciliated by the Anglo-Palestine Bank in London would be included in this transfer deal and create a trust company.

Of course, this is of major historical importance in dealing with the relationship between Zionism and political favoritism on the part of Hitler, but a close financial relationship with German bankir. It was one thing for the Zionists to subvert the anti-Nazi boycott. Zionism needed to transfer out the capital of German Jews, and merchandise was the only available medium. But soon Zionist leaders understood that the success of the future Jewish Palestinian economy would be inextricably bound up with the survival of the Nazi economy. Hence, the government would remain stable, financially and politically. Thus Zionism boycotted the boycott.

Thus one sees a radical fissure in world Jewry around 1933 and beyond. There were, first, the non-Zionists Jews (specifically the World Jewish Congress founded in 1933), who, on the one hand, demanded loud denunciations of German practices against the Jews to scare them into the Levant, but, on the other hand, Laqueur states that “The Zionist leaders of Israel complain bitterly about the horrific and inhuman regime of the National Socialists. So the fraud continues.

For all intents and purposes, the National Socialist government was the best thing to happen to Zionism in its history, for it “proved” to many Jews that Europeans were irredeemably anti-Jewish and that Palestine was the only answer: Zionism came to represent the overwhelming majority of Jews solely by trickery and cooperation with Adolf Hitler.

For the Zionists, both the denunciations of German policies towards Jews (to keep Jews frightened), plus the reinvigoration of the German economy (for the sake of final resettlement) was imperative for the advent of German hostility towards Jewry convincing the world’s Jews that immigration was the only escape.

It served the Zionist interests at the time that Jews be loud in their denunciations of German practices, while not jeopardizing the German economy or currency. In other words, the advent of German hostility towards Jewry convincing the world’s Jews that immigration was the only answer.

The fact is that the ultimate establishment of the state of Israel was based on fraud. The Zionists did not represent anything more than a small minority of German Jews in 1933.

On the other hand, one can see the judicious use of such feelings by the Zionists for the sake of eventual resettlement in Palestine. In other words, it can be said (and Black does hint at this) that Zionism was motivated not to jeopardize the German economy or currency, but a close financial relationship with German bankir. To serve the Zionist interests, it was necessary that Jews be loud in their denunciations of German practices, while not jeopardizing the German economy or currency.

On the one hand, the Zionist fathers of Israel wanted loud denunciations of German practices and a government that would remain stable, financially and politically. Thus Zionism boycotted the boycott.

For all intents and purposes, the National Socialist government was the best thing to happen to Zionism. For the Zionists, both the denunciations of German policies towards Jews (to keep Jews frightened) and the Zionist movement. Ironically, today the Zionist leaders of Israel complain bitterly about the hard currency situation of the future Jewish Palestinian economy would have to be safeguarded, stabilized, and if necessary reinforced. Hence, the government would remain stable, financially and politically. Thus Zionism boycotted the boycott.
topple the Hitler regime in its first year.

This truth threatens to de-stabilize modern Zionismâ€™s stranglehold on the mainstream media. In 1934, a group of Wall Street plotters—financed by wealthy Roosevelt enemies (and Dulles clients)—tried to recruit Marine war hero General Smedley Butler to lead an armed march on Washington. In 1940, newspaperman and socialite Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. â€œone of FDRâ€™s heard being hatched in his Fifth Avenue circles, involving tycoons as well as army officers.â€


ã€œThen in 1933-34 came the attempt by the Morgan firm to install a fascist dictatorship in the United States. In the worlds of Jules Archer, it was planned to be a Fascist putsch to take over the government and run it under a dictator on behalf of Americaâ€™s bankers and industrialists.ã€ Again, a single courageous individual emerged—General Smedley Darlington Butler, who blew the whistle on the Wall Street conspiracy. And once again Congress stands out, particularly Congressmen Dickstein and MacCormack, by its gutless refusal to do no more than conduct a token whitewash investigation.

c. From Democracy Now interview of author David Talbot (ã€œThe Devilâ€™s Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of Americaâ€™s Secret Governmentâ):

IX. 1934: Attempted Fascist Coup Against President Roosevelt

ETK comment: Isnâ€™t it interesting and ironic that immediately after Judea declared economic war on Germanyâ¦.. American fascists (clients of the Dulles brothers) attempted a coup against President Franklin D. Roosevelt? It appears that â€œthe Jewish conspiracyâ€ may have been tryi

a. Talbot, D., 2015, The Devilâ€™s Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of Americaâ€™s Secret Government:

â€œIn 1934, a group of Wall Street plotters—financed by wealthy Roosevelt enemies (and Dulles clients)—tried to recruit Marine war hero General Smedley Butler to lead an armed march on Washington. In 1940, newspaperman and socialite Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. â€œone of FDRâ€™s heard being hatched in his Fifth Avenue circles, involving tycoons as well as army officers.â€


ã€œThen in 1933-34 came the attempt by the Morgan firm to install a fascist dictatorship in the United States. In the worlds of Jules Archer, it was planned to be a Fascist putsch to take over the government and run it under a dictator on behalf of Americaâ€™s bankers and industrialists.ã€ Again, a single courageous individual emerged—General Smedley Darlington Butler, who blew the whistle on the Wall Street conspiracy. And once again Congress stands out, particularly Congressmen Dickstein and MacCormack, by its gutless refusal to do no more than conduct a token whitewash investigation.

c. From Democracy Now interview of author David Talbot (ã€œThe Devilâ€™s Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of Americaâ€™s Secret Governmentâ):

AMY GOODMAN: Can you compare Smedley Butler, the general, who wasâ€œcalled himself, whatâ€œone a hero, and oneâ€œcalled Devil Dog. Smedley was an American hero. He was a guy who joined the Marines at 16, did it throughout Latin America, ended up in France during World War I. And by the time he was a middle-aged man, he had seen the kind of dirty work that was done by Americaâ€™s soldiers in the name of American business interests. And he said he was like Al Capone. He said, â€œWe marines were like Al Capone, except that Al Capone couldnâ€™t even measure up to us, the kind of thuggery that we were capable of, that we committed in Americaâ€™s name throughout Latin America, particularly.â€

AMY GOODMAN: And wasnâ€™t it just not through Latin America, like overthrowing Ærbenz, but within the United States, that he went before Congress and outed this plot.

DAVID TALBOT: Well, thatâ€™s whatâ€œas I write in my book, that it was his great moment of heroism. March, where World War I veterans were demanding pay for the time they had lost when they were general from the Marines. And so, because he was so popular with the rank and file, when a number called him, and pushing through these Wall Street reforms and other things that were infuriating to the military. Again, like the Bonus Army March on Washington? But this time we want the soldiers to be armed.â€

AMY GOODMAN: And who were the families? Who were the others, Glass-Steagall, he convenes all his wealthy clients in his office on Wall Street and says, â€œ
One of the least-known and most influential organizations to formulate policy initiatives for the military-industrial complex was the American Security Council (ASC), based in Washington, D.C. It had been founded in 1956, although its origins dated back to 1938.

1938 was around the time when the same leading circles in and around the Council on Foreign Relations and with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation, launched their groundbreaking and monumental War and Peace Studies project. The War and Peace Studies Project developed the blueprint for establishing a postwar American imperium that would disguise its real intent with misleading rhetoric about “anti-colonialism,” free enterprise and promotion of “democratic ideals” around the world. These were the architects of the new American Empire, dubbed “the American Century” by one of its most influential advocates, Time and Life magazine’s founder, Henry Luce.

Other ASC founding members included some of the most prominent military hawks of the postwar era. One such hawk was senior CIA officer, Ray S. Cline, author of an infamous CIA report that manipulated American public perceptions and led to the 3-year US military action called the Korean War.

---

**War and Peace Studies Group:**

“War and Peace Studies” was a project carried out by the Council on Foreign Relations between 1939 and 1945 before and during American involvement in World War II. It was intended to advise the U.S. Government on conduct in the war and the subsequent peace.

The project was divided into four major areas: economic and financial, security and armaments, territorial, and political. Over 100 men took part. Funding was provided by the Rockefeller Foundation, which provided almost $350,000 over the course of the project. A steering committee was created in December 1939 chaired by U.S diplomat Norman Davis with Foreign Affairs editor Hamilton Fish Armstrong as vice-chairman. Initial area heads were:

- Alvin Hansen and Jacob Viner led the economic and financial group
- Whitney Shepardson, who led the political group
- Allen Welsh Dulles and Hanson W. Baldwin, who led the armaments group, and
- Isaiah Bowman, who led the territorial group.

A research secretary was appointed to each group:

- William Diebold, for the economic and financial group
- Walter R. Sharp, for the political group, and
- Grayson L. Kirk, for the armaments group
- William P. Maddox, for the territorial group

From March 1942, the project supplied research secretaries to the State Department’s Advisory subcommittee at the State Department. Meetings were scheduled to allow secretaries to carry out Council work during the first half of each week with the remainder of the week spent at the Department of State.

---

Events in the first two years of WW II were chaotic and fast paced. The German Wermacht- utilizing the Jaeger concept and Blitzgrieg- threw their joint opponents into confusion. By 1939 the CFR was in disarray, but began long-term planning to deal with the ultimate problems that would be faced by in Washington which was attended by Hamilton Fish, editor of “Foreign Affairs,” congressman

They set the groundwork for what was to become the total domination of the American State Department established to develop several working groups of CFR members to focus on long- and short-term recommendations would be made available to FDR and kept from public scrutiny. By December 1 CFR. The central steering committee consisted of Norman Davis (CFR) ambassador at large and CI member in good standing of the CFR. Each man headed a study group dealing with one or two spe

By 1940, the CFR was in full charge of the war effort: they controlled not only the State Department, policy and governmental dialogue. They were in charge of everything outside of the military. FDR then is that the American military has also succumbed to the CFR.
After WWII ended in 1945, victorious Russian and American intelligence teams began a treasure hunt throughout occupied Germany for military and scientific booty. They were looking for things like chemical warfare research. In this book you’ll meet eight Paperclip scientists who worked at Edgewood between 1947 and 1966 developing nerve gas and psycho-chemicals such as LSD. But the project’s defenders fail to mention is that its legacy also includes the horrific psychochemical experiments conducted on American soldiers at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, the U.S. Army center for nuclear weapons research.

The legacy of Paperclip is said to be the moon rockets, jet planes, and other scientific advancements that were a product of postwar research in this country. This is true— as far as it goes. What the project instead posed a serious security threat. In addition to Whalen’s activities, there is evidence that the Soviets had penetrated the project almost from the beginning. Almost anything was possible, given the JIOA officers’ lax investigations of the foreign scientists’ backgrounds.

The full extent of the Soviet penetration of Paperclip remains unknown, since Whalen shredded thousands of documents. But this much is clear: justified as being run in the interest of national security, the operation limited to a few post-war raids on Hitler’s hoard of scientific talent. The General Accounting Office even claims the project ended in 1947. All of which is sheer propaganda. For the first time ever, this book reveals that Paperclip was the largest, longest-running operation involving Nazis in our country’s history. The project continued nonstop until 1973—decades longer than was previously thought. And remnants of it are still in operation.

At least sixteen hundred scientific and research specialists and thousands of their dependents were related projects and went to work for universities, defense contractors, and CIA fronts. The Paperclip as a continuing U.S. recruitment program which has no parallel in any other Allied country. The lie that Paperclip ended in the 1940s has conveniently concealed some of the most damning information about the project— in particular the shocking revelation that one of the intelligence officers who ran it was a spy. U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel William Henry Whalen was the highest-placed American spy in Nazi intelligence, eventually caught at the end of the Cold War. But his identity was never revealed to the world until this book was written. In fact, there are clear signs that Whalen was a key player in the Soviet penetration of Paperclip, and that he may have been a Soviet counterintelligence officer. The link between Whalen and the Soviet intelligences remains a mystery. But there is no doubt that he was a spy, and that he ran Paperclip at the same time he was selling America’s defense secrets to Soviet intelligence agents.

The full extent of the Soviet penetration of Paperclip remains unknown, since Whalen shredded thousands of documents. But this much is clear: justified as being run in the interest of national security, the operation limited to a few post-war raids on Hitler’s hoard of scientific talent. The General Accounting Office even claims the project ended in 1947. All of which is sheer propaganda. For the first time ever, this book reveals that Paperclip was the largest, longest-running operation involving Nazis in our country’s history. The project continued nonstop until 1973—decades longer than was previously thought. And remnants of it are still in operation.

At least sixteen hundred scientific and research specialists and thousands of their dependents were related projects and went to work for universities, defense contractors, and CIA fronts. The Paperclip as a continuing U.S. recruitment program which has no parallel in any other Allied country. The lie that Paperclip ended in the 1940s has conveniently concealed some of the most damning information about the project— in particular the shocking revelation that one of the intelligence officers who ran it was a spy. U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel William Henry Whalen was the highest-placed American spy in Nazi intelligence, eventually caught at the end of the Cold War. But his identity was never revealed to the world until this book was written. In fact, there are clear signs that Whalen was a key player in the Soviet penetration of Paperclip, and that he may have been a Soviet counterintelligence officer. The link between Whalen and the Soviet intelligences remains a mystery. But there is no doubt that he was a spy, and that he ran Paperclip at the same time he was selling America’s defense secrets to Soviet intelligence agents.

The legacy of Paperclip is said to be the moon rockets, jet planes, and other scientific advancements that were a product of postwar research in this country. This is true— as far as it goes. What the project instead posed a serious security threat. In addition to Whalen’s activities, there is evidence that the Soviets had penetrated the project almost from the beginning. Almost anything was possible, given the JIOA officers’ lax investigations of the foreign scientists’ backgrounds.

The legacy of Paperclip is said to be the moon rockets, jet planes, and other scientific advancements that were a product of postwar research in this country. This is true— as far as it goes. What the project instead posed a serious security threat. In addition to Whalen’s activities, there is evidence that the Soviets had penetrated the project almost from the beginning. Almost anything was possible, given the JIOA officers’ lax investigations of the foreign scientists’ backgrounds.

The legacy of Paperclip is said to be the moon rockets, jet planes, and other scientific advancements that were a product of postwar research in this country. This is true— as far as it goes. What the project instead posed a serious security threat. In addition to Whalen’s activities, there is evidence that the Soviets had penetrated the project almost from the beginning. Almost anything was possible, given the JIOA officers’ lax investigations of the foreign scientists’ backgrounds.
new rocket and aircraft designs, medicines, and electronics. But they were also hunting down the n
eengineers and intelligence officers of the Nazi War Machine.

The U.S. Military rounded up Nazi scientists and brought them to America. It had originally intend
scientists™ knowledge and expertise, the War Department decided it would be a waste to send ti
German military bases, the War Department decided that NASA and the CIA must control this tech

There was only one problem: it was illegal. U.S. law explicitly prohibited Nazi officials from immig

Data-Points:

Confined that German scientists could help America™s postwar efforts, President Harry Trum
scientists to work on America™s behalf during the ©Cold War. However, Truman expressly ε
in its activities, or an active supporter of Nazism or militarism. © The War Department™s Joint Ir
1947, JIOA Director Bosquet Wév submitted the first set of scientists™ TM dossiers to the State and Jt
representative on the JIOA board, claimed that all the scientists in this first batch were ©ardent N
interests of the United States have been subjugated to the efforts expended in ©beating a dead Na by America™s enemies, presented a ©far greater security threat to this country than any forme
the JIOA formed to investigate the backgrounds and form dossiers on the Nazis, the Nazi Intelliger

Arthur Rudolph; During the war, Rudolph was operations director of the Mittelwerk factory at t
starvation. Rudolph had been a member of the Nazi party since 1931; a 1945 military file on him sa

But the JIOA™s final dossier on him said there was ©nothing in his records indicating that he w
designed the Saturn 5 rocket used in the Apollo moon landings. In 1984, when his war record was f

Wernher Von Braun; From 1937 to 1945, von Braun was the technical director of the Peenem
previously, his dossier was rewritten so he didnâ€™t appear to have been an enthusiastic Nazi. Vo
Flight Center. He became a celebrity in the 1950s and early 1960s, as one of Walt Disney™s exper

Kurt Blome; A high-ranking Nazi scientist, Blome told U.S. military interrogators in 1945 that he l
at Nuremberg in 1947 on charges of practicing euthanasia (extermination of sick prisoners), and cc
generally accepted that he had indeed participated in the gruesome experiments. Two months af
1951, he was hired by the U.S. Army Chemical Corps to work on chemical warfare. His file neglecte

Major General Walter Schreiber; According to Linda Hunt™s article, the US military tribu
camp prisoners and had made funds available for such experimentation. © The assistant prosecut
To understand Gelli, one must understand the complex post-war years of Europe. The biggest threat to Europe in pre-war times was Communism—it was the great fear of Communism that gave birth to Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers. The central figure in Europe and South America that linked the CIA, Masonic Lodge, Vatican, ex-Nazis and several South American governments, the Italian service chiefs, head of Italy’s financial police, 30 generals, eight admirals, newspaper editors, television and top business executives and key bankers—including Calvi. Licio Gelli and others in P2 were affiliated with Roberto Calvi, head of the scandal-ridden Vatican Bank. Calvi was murdered. Gelli’s secret lodge consisted of extremely important people, including armed forces commanders, secret KGB. He assisted many former Nazi high officials in their escape from Europe to Central America. He had close ties with the Italian Mafia. Gelli was a close associate of Benito Mussolini. He was also closely P2’s membership is totally secret and not even available to its Mother Lodge in England. Gelli had high connections in the Vatican, even though he was not a Catholic. dob contacts with the Carter administration while Carter was running for the presidency in 1976. As Carter’s campaign manager, he spent much time in Europe and was closely involved withing to ensure that Gelli was made available for trial. Again, Schreiber’s Paperclip file made no mention of this evidence. Columnist Drew Pearson publicized the Nuremberg evidence in 1952, the negative publicity led the CIA to arrange “a visa and a job for Schreiber in Argentina, where his daughter was living.” On May 22, 1952, he was flown to Buenos Aires.

HERMANN BECKER-FREYSING and SIEGFRIED RUFF: These two, along with Blome, were among sentenced to 20 years in prison for conducting experiments on Dachau inmates, such as starving and acquit- on charges that he had killed as many as 80 Dachau inmates in a lo- Freysing and Ruff were paid by the Army Air Force to write reports about their grotesque experime

GENERAL REINHARD GEHLEN: It was five years after the end of WW2 but one of Hitler’s chief i oversaw a vast network of intelligence agents spying on Russia. His top aides were Nazi zealots who swiftly became agents of the CIA when they revealed their massive records on the Soviet Union to Gehlen derived much of his information from his role in one of the most terrible atrocities of the war. Members of his organization maneuvered to make sure they were captured by advancing America surrendered in 1945, the Gehlen organization made its move. Gehlen and a small group of his German army’s general staff. They packed the film in watertight steel drums and secretly bury- Allen Dulles of the CIA were tipped off about Gehlen’s surrender and his offer of Russian intellGehlen’s microfilmed records “and control of the German spymaster. Dulles arranged for a p Gehlen promised not to hire any former SS, SD, or Gestapo members; he hired them anyway, and been part of mobile killing squads, which killed Jews, intellectuals, and Soviet partisans wherever Europe, and the Gestapo chiefs of Paris and Kiel, Germany.

With the encouragement of the CIA, Gehlen Org (Licio Gelli) set up “rat lines” to get Nazi war criminals back to Europe. The Gehlen Org helped more than 5,000 Nazis leave Europe and relocate around the world. The GehlenOrg (Lyons) helped governments set up death squads in Chile, Argentina, El Salvador, and elsewhere.

KLAUS BARBIE; Known as the Nazi butcher of Lyons, France during World War 2, Barbie was part of the occupation.

HEINRICH RUPP: (Of the “October Surprise” note: Some of Rupp’s best work was done as an operative for the CIA and is deeply involved in the Savings and Loan scandals. A federal jury convicted campaign manager, and Donald Gregg, now U.S. Ambassador to South Korea, flew with George Bush to Paris in 1980, during the election in which Bush ran on the ticket with Ronald Reagan. The testimony of the con man who was an operative for the CIA and is deeply involved in the Savings and Loan scandals. A federal jury convicted Rupp and a group of his associates of fraud.

LICIO GELLI: Head of a 2400 member secret Masonic Lodge, P2, a neo-fascist organization, in Italy P2’s membership is totally secret and not even available to its Mother Lodge in England. Gelli was affiliated with Roberto Calvi, head of the scandal-ridden Vatican Bank. Calvi was murdered. Gelli; service chiefs, head of Italy’s financial police, 30 generals, eight admirals, newspaper editors, etc. behind the assassination of Pope John Paul I. The central figure in Europe and South America that government and several international banks was Licio Gelli. He, with Klaus Barbie and Heinrich Rupp, was behind the Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers.

Who is Gelli and why was he so important?

To understand Gelli, one must understand the complex post-war years of Europe. The biggest threat to Europe in pre-war times was Communism—it was the great fear of Communism that gave birth to Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers. The central figure in Europe and South America that linked the CIA, Masonic Lodge, Vatican, ex-Nazis and several South American governments, the Italian service chiefs, head of Italy’s financial police, 30 generals, eight admirals, newspaper editors, etc. behind the assassination of Pope John Paul I. The central figure in Europe and South America that government and several international banks was Licio Gelli. He, with Klaus Barbie and Heinrich Rupp, was behind the Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers.

Who is Gelli and why was he so important?

To understand Gelli, one must understand the complex post-war years of Europe. The biggest threat to Europe in pre-war times was Communism—it was the great fear of Communism that gave birth to Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers. The central figure in Europe and South America that linked the CIA, Masonic Lodge, Vatican, ex-Nazis and several South American governments, the Italian service chiefs, head of Italy’s financial police, 30 generals, eight admirals, newspaper editors, etc. behind the assassination of Pope John Paul I. The central figure in Europe and South America that government and several international banks was Licio Gelli. He, with Klaus Barbie and Heinrich Rupp, was behind the Exocet missile, used in the Falkland Island attack to kill British soldiers.
the Fascists and the Nazis. Though both sides were dreaded, the Fascists represented right-wing governments, while the Nazis had massive amounts of Soviet intelligence, had infiltrated Communist partisans, and were ideologically incompatible with the Fascists.

Gelli worked both sides. He helped to found the Red Brigade, spied on Communist partisans and on high-ranking Nazi officials from Europe to South America, with passports supplied by the Vatican. On one hand, the U.S. participated in the war crime tribunals of key Nazi officials and maintained a covert relationship with them, while on the other hand, the U.S. was preparing for the cold war and needed the help of Nazis in the eventual struggle the U.S. would have with the Soviet Union. Gelli’s ambiguous connections with both sides were instrumental in saving his life.

The Vatican provided support to Nazis and Fascists because the Communists were the real threat to the Church’s survival. The Italian Communists would have taxed the Church’s vast holdings and interfered with the Church’s religious freedom. The Vatican had a dismal experience with Communist governments throughout the world, where religious freedom was stamped out.

Gelli was well connected with the Vatican from the days of the Rat Line and he worked for America’s intelligence community. The Thule Society was a shadowy organization that helped to create the (modern) Illuminati. Operation Paperclip, MK-ULTRA, October Surprise, and George Bush are all facets of the Illuminati, a group whose ideals are rooted in the occult, and dedicated to world domination.

When it was at its height in drug experiments, operation MK-ULTRA was formed. This was the brainchild of Richard Helms who later came to be a CIA director. It was designed to defeat the enemy in the mind. Operation Paperclip brought us MK-ULTRA. Paperclip ultimately brought in key players involved in the torture and modification of human brains, such as Licio Gelli. This research shows that the OSS/CIA that was formed in the National Security Act, the same agency that employed hundreds of Nazis, has been in alliance with the Vatican through various Agency operations. The results of Project Paperclip were devastating, and very far reaching. I guess that is what you would expect from collaborating with Nazis.

The Bavarian Illuminati has been around for centuries in one way or another. Its presence in the 20th century is the direct result of the Nazis. The Nazi connections to the occult and the Bavarian Thule Society were parallel to the American members of 33rd degree Freemasonry. When the Operation Paperclip was stopped in 1957, when West Germany protested to the U.S. that these efforts had stripped it of scientific skills. There was no comment about supporting Nazis. Paperclip may have been an embarrassment to the Agency.

The CIA/Vatican alliance that Assassinated Pope John Paul 1, JFK, and hundreds of dictators of 3rd world countries is the Illuminati. The OSS/CIA that was formed in the National Security Act, the same agency that employed hundreds of Nazis, has been in alliance with the Vatican through various Agency operations. The results of Project Paperclip were devastating, and very far reaching. I guess that is what you would expect from collaborating with Nazis.

The Vatican provided support to Nazis and Fascists because the Communists were the real threat to the Church’s survival. The Italian Communists would have taxed the Church’s vast holdings and interfered with the Church’s religious freedom. The Vatican had a dismal experience with Communist governments throughout the world, where religious freedom was stamped out.
brothers to hire the same mole-ridden networks during the cold war. His success is best measured by the CIA’s casualty rate in sending agents behind the Iron Curtain: 98% fatality.

As a result, the Cold War was a disaster. Philby’s Nazis had a pipeline into Russia all right, but the pipeline leaked in both directions. Every U.S intelligence network was betrayed. By the tame Philby fighters into every Western country that was gullible enough to take them in.

Coordination, (OPC) to recruit ex-Nazis for the Cold War... The genius who thought up the whole program of recruiting fugitive war criminals for an underground guerilla network was a British intelligence officer named Kim Philby. Kim Philby had been recruiting ex-Nazis as British Intelligence agents from the moment the war ended, and was secretly sharing his networks with the State Department.

A few State Department officials, notably Allen Dulles and Frank Wisner, fell for Philby’s story, hook, line, and sinker. Eastern European Nazis could be hired for an underground army behind Russian lines in the event of World War III. These men really weren’t Nazis, Philby assured them. They only fought with the Germans because they hated the Russians more. Men like Stankievich were really former SS, SA, and Gestapo men. His top aides were Nazi zealots who had committed some of the notorious crimes of the war. Gehlen himself was involved in the torture, interrogation, and murder by starvation of some four million Soviet prisoners. These men used stolen German intelligence files organization was the forerunner of West Germany’s secret service, the BND, reorganized in 1955.

Gehlen signed a contract with the CIA in 1949 for a reported sum of $5 million. When Allen Dulles espionagede. Gehlen signed a contract with the CIA in 1949 for a reported sum of $5 million. When Allen Dulles ended up as the Director of the CIA, he hired Gehlen to head up the CIA’s European Intelligence Coordination, (OPC) to recruit ex-Nazis for the Cold War... The genius who thought up the who intelligence officer named Kim Philby. Kim Philby had been recruiting ex-Nazis as British Intelligence Department.

A few State Department officials, notably Allen Dulles and Frank Wisner, fell for Philby’s story, lines in the event of World War III. These men really weren’t Nazis, Philby assured them. They anti-communists freedom fighters. The CIA never fell for Philby’s story, but a lot of people inside... Behind the back of the U.S. Government, these mutinous American bureaucrats were helping Philby to Canada, Australia, and South America as well, posing as anti-communist freedom fighters. There were Soviets had infiltrated their own spies into every group of Eastern European Nazis. After the war with fighters... As a result, the Cold War was a disaster. Philby’s Nazis had a pipeline into Russia all right, but they showed up at a press conference in Moscow, the West had lost virtually its entire espionage apparatus with communist intelligence agents who had posed as Nazis during WWII. These double agents who brothers to hire the same mole-ridden networks during the cold war. His success is best measured

The CIA and the Vatican _are_ the Illuminati.

**References:**

XII: òSeparate Peaceà between the US and the Nazis, the òtwo CIAs,à and the Immediate Future

a. Marrs, J., The Rise of the Fourth Reich; The Secret Societies That Threaten to Take Over America:

òIn 1952, newly elected President Dwight D. Eisenhower was persuaded to named John Foster Dulles brothers were the òRepublicanà replacements for their client and business partner, òglobalists) were identical to his,à stated authors Webster Griffin Tarpley and Anton Chaitkin in the Dulles brothers were both attorneys for and business partners with Averell Harriman.

Carl Oglesby, author of òThe Yankee and the Cowboy War,à wrote that 1948, following the formation of NATO (in 19 public in recent years that the Gehlen organization received an aggregate of $200 million in CIA funds.

òIn 1948, soon-to-be CIA director Allen Dulles, who had been on hand in 1921 for the creation of òratlinesà for escaping Nazis. Within a year, Wisneràs Nazis were working for CIA propaganda.

b. Loftus, J., 2011, Americaàs Nazi Secret: An Insideràs History of How the United States Depa Families Who Funded Hitler, Stalin, and Arab Terrorists; Lying to Congress, the GAO and the CIA à9/11 Investigators the Role of Arab Nazi War Criminals in Recruiting Modern Middle Eastern Terrorists.

òFrancois Poncet had been a Nazi informant for Klaus Barbie of the Gestapo during the war, and secret unit.

c. Simpson, C., 1988, Blowback: The First Full Account of Americaàs Recruitment of Nazis, and it:

òReinhard Gehlen, Hitleràs most senior military intelligence officer on the eastern front, had Gehlen and a small group of his most senior officers carefully microfilmed the vast holdings on their staff. They packed the film in watertight steel drums and secretly buried it in remote mountain meadows. Gehlen gradually laid his cards on the table. Not c maintained the embryo of an underground espionage organization that could put the records to work.

òGeneral William (òWild Billà Donovan and Allen Dulles of Strategic Services (OSS), were also jockeying with U.S. military intelligence for institutional authority over Gehlenàs microfilm.

òBefore a year was out, the Americans had freed Gehlen and most of his high command, then insisted Gehlenàs headquarters to this day.

Self-avowed pragmatists in the U.S. intelligence services have consistently argued that the otherwise questionable employment of Gehlen and even of unrepentant Nazis through the OSS was justified by their significant contributions to fighting a powerful and ruthless rival: the Soviet Union. òHeà

XIII. Operation Safehaven (Cleansing the Record of Nazi/American corporate collaboration) and


òThe Special Assistant Attorney General of the United States closed all of the treason cases in Occupied Germany. Not a single corporate officer ever went to jail for doing business with the Nazis, either in America or the United Kingdom. The Justice Department covered it all up. More than a hundred A

investigative files, codenamed ASHCAN and DUSTBIN are still off limits to òprotect the privacyà of OSS to protect himself and his clients from investigation for laundering Nazi funds back to America.
As Mike Peters writes in “Bilderberg Group and the Project of European Unification”:

This unprecedented exercise of international generosity, dubbed by Churchill the “most sordid act in European industry and the European working class extremely cheaply. Approval. Between the years 1948 and 1951, when the Marshall Plan was formally in operation, Congress appropriated $13.3 billion in aid to sixteen western European states. This credit was used to buy Americanization of Europe as European political and economic elites became wedded to their American counterparts with no significant economic or political development taking place without U.S.

What is less generally recognized is that the “Plan” came with strings attached. America made explicit requirements for the trade liberalization and increases in productivity, thus “ensuring the possible, and invite European countries to join in a co-operative plan for economic reconstruction.” (Library of Congress, “For European Recovery: The Fiftieth Anniversary of the Marshall Plan”)

Named for the speech on June 5, 1947, by former General, and then-U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall, who proposed a solution to the disintegrating economic and social conditions that faced around the world. One of the key events that shaped that fight was the Marshall Plan.

Political smear tactics forced Rockler out before I could tell him why all Nazi financial crimes investigations kept getting closed down. The money that funded that example, in the Switzerland Post files I discovered the Operation Safehaven investigation of Dulles, Eleanor Dulles and given to the Zionist intelligence service. They then blackmailed Nelson Rockefeller and given to the Zionist intelligence service. They then blackmailed Nelson Rockefeller into pressuring the Latin American nations to supply extra votes in the UN to create the State of Israel.

A perfect storm was rising in America as well. When Eisenhower was elected, one of the Robber Barons lawyers, Allen Dulles, former head of OPC, became Eisenhower’s Secretary of State. Between them the trickle of Nazi immigrants became a flood.

After Truman’s surprising defeat of Dewey (1949), America actually had two CIA’s. There was the official CIA that worked for President Truman and the Democrats. The other CIA, the OPC, worked for Allen Dulles and the defeated Republicans under the cover of the State and Justice Departments. They were hired as a consultant for a private group known as Operations Research Office, which planned to use former Nazis as agents behind Russian lines in the even of World War III.

Behind the back of the U.S. Government, these mutinous American bureaucrats were helping Philby smuggle Nazis into America, to be trained for Cold War espionage. (Henry) Kissinger was recruited as a professional spy for Dulles shortly after the end of the war. The genius who thought up the whole program of recruiting fugitive war criminals for an underground guerilla network was a British intelligence officer named Kim Philby. Kim Philby had been recruiting ex-Nazis as British Intelligence agents from the moment the war ended, and was secretly sharing his networks with the State Department. A few State Department officials, notably Allen Dulles and Frank Wisner, fell for Philby’s story, hook, line, and sinker. Eastern European Nazis could be hired for an underground army behind Russian lines in preparation for the event of World War III.

The Army Counter-Intelligence Corps (CIC) secretly burglarized the State Department offices in Coordination, to recruit ex-Nazis for the Cold War. The genius who thought up the whole program of recruiting ex-Nazis as British Intelligence agents for the State Department was a British intelligence officer named Kim Philby. Kim Philby had been recruiting ex-Nazis as British Intelligence agents from the moment the war ended, and was secretly sharing his networks with the State Department. Allen Dulles and Frank Wisner, fell for Philby’s story, hook, line, and sinker. Eastern European Nazis could be hired for an underground army behind Russian lines in preparation for the event of World War III.

Because President Roosevelt did not trust either his State Department or Justice Department, he entrusted the post-war probe of American financial collaboration with the Nazis to Henry Morgenthau, his Secretary of the Treasury. Morgenthaler initiated Operation Safehaven, a program to trace Nazi flight and German bias at a time when America allegedly needed to rebuild Germany as a bulwark against Russian occupation. Although Dulles destroyed the Safehaven index, a few of Morgenthaler’s original files escaped Dulles’ shredder, and can be found in the wartime State Department Post Files. For example, in the Switzerland Post files I discovered the Operation Safehaven investigation of Dulles and the defeated Republicans under the cover of the State and Justice Departments. They were hired as a consultant for a private group known as Operations Research Office, which planned to use former Nazis as agents behind Russian lines in preparation for the event of World War III.

A perfect storm was rising in America as well. When Eisenhower was elected, one of the Robber Barons lawyers, Allen Dulles, former head of OPC, became Eisenhower’s Secretary of State. Between them the trickle of Nazi immigrants became a flood.

After Truman’s surprising defeat of Dewey (1949), America actually had two CIA’s. There was the official CIA that worked for President Truman and the Democrats. The other CIA, the OPC, worked for Allen Dulles and the defeated Republicans under the cover of the State and Justice Departments. They were hired as a consultant for a private group known as Operations Research Office, which planned to use former Nazis as agents behind Russian lines in preparation for the event of World War III.

The rockefeller plans for post-war Europe were already being shaped during the Second World War. The Rockefeller family’s plans for post-war Europe were already being shaped during the Second World War. The Rockefeller family’s plans for post-war Europe were already being shaped during the Second World War. One of the key events that shaped that fight was the Marshall Plan.

Named for the speech on June 5, 1947, by former General, and then-U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall, who proposed a solution to the disintegrating economic and social conditions that faced around the world. One of the key events that shaped that fight was the Marshall Plan.

What is less generally recognized is that the “Plan” came with strings attached. America made explicit requirements for the trade liberalization and increases in productivity, thus “ensuring the possible, and invite European countries to join in a co-operative plan for economic reconstruction. Approval. Between the years 1948 and 1951, when the Marshall Plan was formally in operation, Congress appropriated $13.3 billion in aid to sixteen western European states. This credit was used to buy Americanization of Europe as European political and economic elites became wedded to their American counterparts with no significant economic or political development taking place without U.S.

As Mike Peters writes in “Bilderberg Group and the Project of European Unification”:

This unprecedented exercise of international generosity, dubbed by Churchill the “most sordid act in European industry and the European working class extremely cheaply. Approval. Between the years 1948 and 1951, when the Marshall Plan was formally in operation, Congress appropriated $13.3 billion in aid to sixteen western European states. This credit was used to buy Americanization of Europe as European political and economic elites became wedded to their American counterparts with no significant economic or political development taking place without U.S.
Kai Bird described the hidden aspects of the Plan in his book, The Color of Truth, on the Bunch Council on Foreign Relations to study Marshall Plan aid to Europe. The Council's study group included Allen Dulles (future CIA director), Dwight Eisenhower (future U.S. President), George Kennan (a key Council (CFR) member). There was good reason for the secrecy; Participants were privy to the highly classified fact that there was a covert side to the Marshall Plan. Specifically, the CIA (forerunner, the OSS) was tapping into the $200 million a year in local currency counterpart funds by the recipients of Marshall Plan aid. These un-vouchered monies were being used by the CIA (OSS) to finance anti-Communist electoral activities in France and Italy to support sympathetic journalists, labor union leaders, political candidates, and other local political organizations.

XIV. The Central Intelligence Group and the Early CIA


less than six months after the end of the war (WWII), the President set up the Central Intelligence Agency. The National Intelligence Authority composed of the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy. It was to be head of all government intelligence units, including those overseas, and would undertake such services of common concern as the National Intelligence Authority determines can be more efficiently accomplished centrally. This provision would enable the Director to operate his own staff for general intelligence production. This plan was devised by Joint Chiefs of Staff as a modification of the National Security Act of 1947, written by a high-flying young Democrat, Clark Clifford, creating the Department of Defense and, almost as an afterthought, conjuring the Central Intelligence Agency. The National Security Act of 1947, written by a high-flying young Democrat, Clark Clifford, created both the Air Force and the National Security Council, changed the name of the Department of War to Department of Defense, and made Secretary of War the Secretary of Defense. The National Security Council was established, with the President as its chairman and the heads of the national security agencies as its members.


The National Security Act of 1947, written by a high-flying young Democrat, Clark Clifford, created the Department of Defense and, almost as an afterthought, conjured the Central Intelligence Agency. The National Security Council was established, with the President as its chairman and the heads of the national security agencies as its members.

The National Security Act of 1947, written by a high-flying young Democrat, Clark Clifford, created the Department of Defense and, almost as an afterthought, conjured the Central Intelligence Agency. The National Security Council was established, with the President as its chairman and the heads of the national security agencies as its members.

The original mission of the CIA was to coordinate the intelligence-collection programs of the various government departments and agencies, and to produce the reports and studies required by the President. However, the CIA soon found itself with a much broader mandate, including gathering intelligence on the domestic political scene. The CIA was also given the authority to conduct covert operations, which would later become a major part of its mission.

Of the greatest and most far-reaching consequence was the provision in the 1947 law that permitted the National Security Council to from time to time direct the CIA. From those few innocuous words the CIA has been able, with the express approval of the National Security Council, to engage in covert action, the right to intervene in the internal affairs of other countries. It has done so usually with the express approval, and virtually never with the knowledge of the American people.
The list of Rockefeller supporters and representatives in key positions is a who-is-who amongst the “nation builders” of the XX century. Allen Dulles, former director of Rockefeller’s Standard Oil control of America’s largest postwar secret campaign to date was bound to raise eyebrows at Truman’s National Security Council.

Working in close coordination with the Vatican and with prominent Americans of Italian or Catholic heritage, the CIA found that its effort in Italy succeeded well beyond its expectations. On a public level, the election campaign became a major test of containment and of its accompanying clandestine activities in Italy came from captured Nazi German assets... In 1977, the U.S. Senate Church Committee investigation exposed criminal activities of the Central Intelligence Agency. Quoting Peter Cuskie, “among the most damning revelations was the CIA’s 25-year history of secret experimentation with mind-altering drugs, mass-psychological manipulation, North Korean-style brainwashing and torture techniques, under the rubric of Operation MK-ULTRA. In 1977, the U.S. Senate Church Committee investigation exposed criminal activities of the Central Intelligence Agency. Quoting Peter Cuskie, “among the most damning revelations was the CIA’s 25-year history of secret experimentation with mind-altering drugs, mass-psychological manipulation, North Korean-style brainwashing and torture techniques, under the rubric of Operation MK-ULTRA...
as a confirmed Cold Warrior, he had previously allowed the Rockefeller Fund to serve as a conduit for OPC money. And of course, Rockefeller had all those troubling Nazi investments lurking in his past.

Cold War Strategy. Rockefeller must have known of Wisner’s plan, for he received a “family jewels” briefing from Dulles and Wisner apprising him of all covert operations run by the OPC. Moreover,

9/11 Investigators the Role of Arab Nazi War Criminals in Recruiting Modern Middle Eastern Terrorist Groups:


Their dossier. They had his Swiss bank records with the Nazis, his signature on correspondence setting up the German Cartel in South America, transcripts of his conversations with Nazi agents during the

“(Nelson) Rockefeller had been able to deflect several investigations into his family’s prewar and wartime dealings with the Nazis, but according to Loftus and Aarons, “Then the Jews arrived with

The partnership with gangster drug traffickers in Sicily was mirrored in the CIA’s partnership with the Corsican underworld in Marseilles, a battleground in the Cold War. The labor unions, dominated by

The CIA’s funding mechanisms for these abuses of its charter came in the form of large subventions from American businessmen among whom Allen Dulles and Forrestal passed the hat at New

During this period of CIA-backed terror and subversion the Sicilian Mafia alone was killing an average of five people a week.

“(As well being in close alliance with the Mafia), the CIA was also closely in league with the Vatican criminals such as Father Andrija Artukovic, the Franciscan who had helped exterminate hundreds the last months of the war leading an extermination unit of SS men across Italy, gassing to death scores of Jews, and working with Monsignor Don Giusepppe Bicchierai, who assembled a terror gang charged with the task of guns and jeeps were furnished by the CIA.

Dulles also tapped into the crates of Nazi gold that he had heisted during his OSS days in Switzerland, and had been laundered by foundations, a practice that became standard operating procedure.

The partnership with gangster drug traffickers in Sicily was mirrored in the CIA’s partnership with Communists, who were strong and dockworkers were refusing to load military supplies on French ships.

c. Marrs, J., 2008, Rise of the Fourth Reich; The Secret Societies That Threaten to Take Over America

(Nelson) Rockefeller had been able to deflect several investigations into his family’s prewar and wartime dealings with the Nazis, but according to Loftus and Aarons, “Then the Jews arrived with

In 1954, Nelson Rockefeller succeeded C.D. Jackson, a former Time, Inc. executive, as a Cold War Strategy. Rockefeller must have known of Wisner’s plan, for he received a “family jewels” as a confirmed Cold Warrior, he had previously allowed the Rockefeller Fund to serve as a conduit.
Giving aid and comfort to the enemy in time of war was treason, and the Rockefellers were arguably the most guilty of all the American families who financed Hitler.

**XVI. 1951-1953: Dulles, the CIA, the European Union, and the âœSpecial Group**

Allen W. Dulles was appointed as Deputy Director for Plans in January, 1951 with the CIA. He was responsible for overseeing OPC (Office of Policy Coordination) and OSO (Office of Special Operations). In August 1952 these two merged to become the DDP (Directorate of Plans) and Dulles became Deputy Director of the CIA. In August 1951 project Bluebird was renamed Artichoke and included in-house experiments on special interrogation techniques—primarily hypnosis and truth serums.

Allen W. Dulles was appointed as Deputy Director for Plans in January, 1951 with the CIA. He was responsible for supervising both OPC and OSO. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were controlled by Dulles and Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, and when Eisenhower was elected President in 1952 he became DCI. Among Smith’s last acts was to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were now controlled by the men who had planned the “Special Forces” program. The use of Eastern European émigrés to fight a clandestine guerrilla war against the Soviet Union had not received official sanction from the White House, but in 1953 its two most ardent advocates, Dulles and Wisner, were in a position to continue the secret war on their own. (Although declassified files now show that Eisenhower gave more than a wink and a nod to the Dulles’ nefarious and inevitably futile efforts to roll back communism.)

Between 1950 and 1952, Smith took several steps to encourage cooperation between OPC and OSO. Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were controlled by Dulles and Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were now controlled by the men who had planned the “Special Forces” program. The use of Eastern European émigrés to fight a clandestine guerrilla war against the Soviet Union had not received official sanction from the White House, but in 1953 its two most ardent advocates, Dulles and Wisner, were in a position to continue the secret war on their own. (Although declassified files now show that Eisenhower gave more than a wink and a nod to the Dulles’ nefarious and inevitably futile efforts to roll back communism.)

During the period mentioned, the CIA was directed by influential members of the Council on Foreign Relations: Allen Dulles, General Walter Bedell Smith and William Donovan, the former head of the OSS, which was a precursor to the CIA. Donovan led the American Committee for a United Europe, which ran and supported the European federalist movement, as noted in Evans-Prichard’s article.

The CIA was directed by influential members of the Council on Foreign Relations: Allen Dulles, General Walter Bedell Smith and William Donovan, the former head of the OSS, which was a precursor to the CIA. Donovan led the American Committee for a United Europe, which ran and supported the European federalist movement. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard tracks this American push to European unification in an article in The Telegraph of London from September of 2000. “The U.S. Intelligence community ran a campaign in the Fifties and Sixties to build momentum for a united Europe. It funded and directed the European federalist movement.”

In 1950: Lt. General Bedell Smith recruited Dulles to oversee the agency’s covert operations as second in the intelligence hierarchy.

Between 1950 and 1952, Smith took several steps to encourage cooperation between OPC and OSO. Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were controlled by Dulles and Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were now controlled by the men who had planned the “Special Forces” program. The use of Eastern European émigrés to fight a clandestine guerrilla war against the Soviet Union had not received official sanction from the White House, but in 1953 its two most ardent advocates, Dulles and Wisner, were in a position to continue the secret war on their own. (Although declassified files now show that Eisenhower gave more than a wink and a nod to the Dulles’ nefarious and inevitably futile efforts to roll back communism.)

During the period mentioned, the CIA was directed by influential members of the Council on Foreign Relations: Allen Dulles, General Walter Bedell Smith and William Donovan, the former head of the OSS, which was a precursor to the CIA. Donovan led the American Committee for a United Europe, which ran and supported the European federalist movement. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard tracks this American push to European unification in an article in The Telegraph of London from September of 2000. “The U.S. Intelligence community ran a campaign in the Fifties and Sixties to build momentum for a united Europe. It funded and directed the European federalist movement.”

In 1950: Lt. General Bedell Smith recruited Dulles to oversee the agency’s covert operations as second in the intelligence hierarchy.

Between 1950 and 1952, Smith took several steps to encourage cooperation between OPC and OSO. Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were controlled by Dulles and Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were now controlled by the men who had planned the “Special Forces” program. The use of Eastern European émigrés to fight a clandestine guerrilla war against the Soviet Union had not received official sanction from the White House, but in 1953 its two most ardent advocates, Dulles and Wisner, were in a position to continue the secret war on their own. (Although declassified files now show that Eisenhower gave more than a wink and a nod to the Dulles’ nefarious and inevitably futile efforts to roll back communism.)

During the period mentioned, the CIA was directed by influential members of the Council on Foreign Relations: Allen Dulles, General Walter Bedell Smith and William Donovan, the former head of the OSS, which was a precursor to the CIA. Donovan led the American Committee for a United Europe, which ran and supported the European federalist movement. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard tracks this American push to European unification in an article in The Telegraph of London from September of 2000. “The U.S. Intelligence community ran a campaign in the Fifties and Sixties to build momentum for a united Europe. It funded and directed the European federalist movement.”

In 1950: Lt. General Bedell Smith recruited Dulles to oversee the agency’s covert operations as second in the intelligence hierarchy.

Between 1950 and 1952, Smith took several steps to encourage cooperation between OPC and OSO. Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were controlled by Dulles and Wisner’s operations. Not long afterwards, Dulles was named Deputy Director of Central Intelligence to merge OSO and OPC into the Directorate of Plans with Wisner in charge. All CIA covert actions were now controlled by the men who had planned the “Special Forces” program. The use of Eastern European émigrés to fight a clandestine guerrilla war against the Soviet Union had not received official sanction from the White House, but in 1953 its two most ardent advocates, Dulles and Wisner, were in a position to continue the secret war on their own. (Although declassified files now show that Eisenhower gave more than a wink and a nod to the Dulles’ nefarious and inevitably futile efforts to roll back communism.)

During the period mentioned, the CIA was directed by influential members of the Council on Foreign Relations: Allen Dulles, General Walter Bedell Smith and William Donovan, the former head of the OSS, which was a precursor to the CIA. Donovan led the American Committee for a United Europe, which ran and supported the European federalist movement. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard tracks this American push to European unification in an article in The Telegraph of London from September of 2000. “The U.S. Intelligence community ran a campaign in the Fifties and Sixties to build momentum for a united Europe. It funded and directed the European federalist movement.”

In 1950: Lt. General Bedell Smith recruited Dulles to oversee the agency’s covert operations as second in the intelligence hierarchy.
A Planning Coordination Group, which came to be called the “Special Group,” was established with more power than he did, three men—CIA Director Allen Dulles, Undersecretary of State Herbert Hoover, and new special assistant: Nelson Rockefeller.

**XVII: 1952: A. Dulles and Number 2 Nazi, Martin Bormann created business network!**


In 1952, in spite of being granted permanent resident status in the United States, (Romanian Nazi and Hitler’s chief commando Otto Skorzeny in profitable business dealings with the network created by Martin Bormann and Allen Dulles.)

Meanwhile, ranking Republicans were abetting the influx of Nazis. Elmer Holmes Bobst of Warner-Nixon’s 1960 presidential campaign. Bobst was a close associate of Otto von Bolschwing, head of the Operations Division, which, to put it bluntly, recruited the à œdis

**XV: 1953: The Rockefellers à œLike Ike à and Steer his Policies**

a. Engdahl, F.W., 2009, Gods of Money, Wall Street and the Death of the American Century:

In 1953, the war and national security anxiety of the American public had been raised to such a pitch that had convinced Eisenhower to run and who organized Wall Street money behind his campaign choices. The new President named his CIA chief, Allen Dulles, former President of Rockefeller’s TM’s Special Assistant for the Rockefeller interests and had been instrumental in various business deals between Rockefeller and Anne O’Hare McCormick, as well as for promoting the Fabian one-world orientation of the Rockefeller Center.

In addition to dominating the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms.

**XVIII: Dulles, Drugs, MKULTRA Mind Control Operations, and the Concocted à œCounterculture**


Although responsibility for the mind control programs that were launched in America in the 1950s programs were the visible edge of a wave that had begun much earlier, with the British, American, and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms. In addition to controlling the two largest banks in New York—Chase Bank and National City Bank—and numerous strategic military industries, chemical companies, and agribusiness firms.

Skull and Bonesman Averell Harriman’s family had promoted eugenics causes since the turn of Hitler’s rise to power in Germany. In 1951 Harriman was named director of the Mutual Security Alliance. Harriman and his business partners Allen and John Foster Dulles, also from pro-eugenic psychological warfare operations, as well as for promoting the Fabian one-world orientation of the Rockefeller Center.

CIA mind control experimentation emerged full-blown under Project BLUEBIRD in 1947, that sought supervision of Security operator Morse Allen. At the same time the U.S. Navy was doing its own drug and sleep machine that had been built at a Richmond, Virginia hospital.

Basic to the financing of mind control projects, Nelson Rockefeller merged three federal corporates: Institute of Mental Health, were used to fund ARTICHOKE and other early CIA mind control projects.
Department, the National Science Foundation, the Veteranâ€™s Administration, the Department of Labor, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the National Institute of Mental Health, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

Funding conduits for control operations run by the CIA and other agencies were and have been numerous, octopus-like. The Rockefellers and Allen Dulles established the Society for the Investigation of Human Ecology at Stanford which channeled funds for this type of research. Other organizations funded by these conduits included the Rockefeller Fund, named after MKULTRA contractor Charles Geshickter. Another channel was the H. Smith Richardson Foundation, formed in the late 1950s by Bonesman Eugene Stetson, assistant manager for Prescott Bush at Brown Brothers Harriman, one of the largest private banks in the world at the time.

The following is a listing of early major CIA mind control experimentation with brief descriptions, as documented in the Congressional record in 1977, by the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research of the Committee on Human Resources:

- **MKDELTA**: This was apparently the first project established by the CIA in October, 1952, for the use of bio-chemicals in clandestine operations. It may never have been implemented operationally.

- **MKULTRA**: This was a successor project to MKDELTA established in April, 1953, and terminating sometime in the late 1960s, probably after 1966. This program considered various means of controlling human behavior. Drugs were only one aspect of this activity.

- **MKNAOMI**: This project began in the 1950s and was terminated in 1969. This may have been a successor to MKDELTA. Its purpose was to stockpile severely incapacitating and lethal materials, and to develop gadgetry for the dissemination of these materials.

- **MKSEARCH**: This was apparently a successor project to MKULTRA, which began in 1965 and was terminated in 1973. The objective of the project was to develop a capability to manipulate human behavior in a predictable manner through the use of drugs.

- **MKCHICKWIT**: This was apparently a part of the MKSEARCH project. Its objective was to identify new drug developments in Europe and Asia and to obtain information and samples.

- **MKOFTEN**: This was also apparently a part of the MKSEARCH project. Its objective was to test the behavioral and toxicological effects of certain drugs on animals and humans.

In the Top Secret Memorandum for Chief, Medical Staff, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, the question was posed: Can we get control of an individual to the point where he will do our bidding against his will and even against such fundamental laws of nature such (sic) as self-preservation?

One of the most macabre series of experiments outside of the Inquisition was funded by the CIA and conducted by Dr. Donald Ewen Cameron, with funds also coming from the Canadian government, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Gershickter Foundation. Cameron had studied at the Royal Mental Hospital in Glasgow, Scotland, under the tutelage of eugenicist Sir David Henderson. He later took over the psychiatric division of the Allen Memorial Institute at McGill University in Montreal, which was a source for human guinea pigs.

b. Bowart, W., Operation Mind Control: The CIAâ€™s War on America:

  Project ARTICHOKE evolved to become Project MKULTA which, according to CIA documents, was an umbrella project for funding sensitive projects approved by Allen Dulles on April 3, 1953. Cryptonym MKDELTA covered policy and procedure for use of bio-chemicals in clandestine operations.

Besides drugs, MKDELTA and MKULTRA experimented with radiation, electroshock, psychology, psychiatry, sociology, anthropology, harassment substances, and what were called paramilitary devices and materials.

The central core of the Dulles brothersâ€™ American containment policy grew from the CIAâ€™s covert operations and propaganda efforts. The mood of those times is reflected in a top-secret report submitted by the second Hoover Commission to President Eisenhower in September, 1954, and made public by former CIA man Harry Rositzke. The report urged the United States to make its aggressive covert psychological, political, and paramilitary organization more effective, more unique, and if necessary, more ruthless than that employed by the enemy. We are facing an implacable enemy whose avowed objective is world domination by whatever means and at whatever cost. The United States must learn to subvert, sabotage, and destroy our enemies by more clever, more sophisticated, and more effective methods than those used against us.

c) MKULTRA: From Wikipedia:

Organized through the Scientific Intelligence Division of the CIA, the project coordinated with the Special Operations Division of the U.S. Armyâ€™s Chemical Corps. The program began in the early 1950s (as Projects Bluebird, and Artichoke), was officially sanctioned in 1953 and officially halted in 1973 (as MKSEARCH). The project engaged in many illegal activities; in particular it used unwitting U.S. and Canadian citizens as its test subjects, which
On April 13, 1953, MK-ULTRA was established for the express purpose of researching and developing chemical, biological, and radiological materials to be used in clandestine operations and capable of controlling human behavior. The program was conceived as a covert use of biological and chemical materials that could be employed to manipulate people’s mental states and alter brain functions, including the surreptitious administration of drugs such as LSD, as well as various forms of torture.

As the US Supreme Court later noted, MKULTRA was:

- Concerned with the research and development of chemical, biological, and radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to control human behavior.
- Consisted of some 149 subprojects which the Agency contracted out to various universities, research institutions, and pharmaceutical companies. The CIA operated through these institutions using front organizations.
- Under Dulles MKULTRA funneled funds to 185 non-government researchers and assistants working for 80 institutions, including 44 colleges and universities, 15 research foundations, and 12 hospitals or clinics.

Early on an information hotline was established between these people (the extremely wealthy such as Rockefellers, DuPonts, etc.) and people like Allen Dulles, Sid Gottlieb, Richard Nixon, and others. This hotline enabled them to be kept informed of the content of these experiments and who was participating. Security officials were miffed because they had gotten into acid first and then this new clique started cutting in on what the ARTICHOKE (mind control) project was doing.

Crazy Eddie (aka Carmel Offie) handed me over (at the age of 3) in 1952 (for those first experiments that involved torture-based (Satanic) ritual abuse) to Allen Dulles, Sid Gottleib and Josef Mengele.

Three days after delivering this address Dulles authorized Operation MK-ULTRA, the CIA’s major drug and mind control program during the Cold War. MKULTRA continued behind the scenes, covertly and independent of the funding and knowledge of most of our government-Black Projects with Black Budgets. Burton Hersh, describes the MKULTRA program as giving rise to that generation’s intelligence barons, its mysterious, mission-oriented professionals who held themselves accountable to nobody, unconcerned with constitutional limitations.

In 1978 Admiral Stansfield Turner, Director of the CIA, testified that of the 182 (MKULTRA) subprojects, 140 of them appeared to have connection with research into behavioral modification, drug acquisition and testing or administering drugs surreptitiously.

Under Dulles MKULTRA funneled funds to 185 non-government researchers and assistants working for chemical or pharmaceutical companies. The CIA operated through these institutions using front organizations, although sometimes top officials at these institutions were aware of the CIA’s involvement.

Early on an information hotline was established between these people (the extremely wealthy such as Rockefellers, DuPonts, etc.) and people like Allen Dulles, Sid Gottlieb, Richard Nixon, and others. This hotline enabled them to be kept informed of the content of these experiments and who was participating. They, in turn, found ways of blackmailing certain of these politicians, doctors, and scientists, so that they could control and manipulate some of these experiments. They hoped to eventually benefit personally from certain research findings. Many of the experiments started under Bluebird, Artichoke and MKULTRA.

On April 10, 1953, in a speech before the national Alumni Conference at Princeton University, newly appointed CIA director Allen Dulles lectured his audience on how sinister the battle for men’s minds had become in Soviet hands. The human mind, Dulles warned, was a malleable tool, so subtle and so abhorrent to our way of life that we have recoiled from facing up to them. The minds of selected individuals who are subjected to such treatment are concerned with the research and development of chemical, biological, and radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations.

MKULTRA was created on April 13, 1953, when CIA Director Allen Dulles approved Helm’s proposal to develop the covert use of biological and chemical materials. The code-name ULTRA may have been an echo from Helm’s and Dulles’ OSS days, when ULTRA (the breaking of the primary German code) represented one of the biggest secrets of World War II.


Mengele.

Lee, M.A., and Shlain, B., 1992, Acid Dreams: History of LSD: The CIA, the Sixties, and Beyond:

Dulles continued, the minds of selected individuals who are subjected to such treatment are concerned with the research and development of chemical, biological, and radiological materials capable of employment in clandestine operations to control human behavior. The program consisted of some 149 subprojects which the Agency contracted out to various universities, research institutions, and pharmaceutical companies. The CIA operated through these institutions using front organizations.

On April 13, 1953, MK-ULTRA was established for the express purpose of researching and developing chemical, biological, and radiological materials to be used in clandestine operations and capable of controlling human behavior.
controlling or modifying human behavior.

â‡— Quoting Jeffrey Steinberg, âœAs these monstrous notions of mass social engineering were being presented as the âœhumanisticâ alternative to world war in the age of the atomic and hydrogen bomb, crucial projects were being launched, that would shape the implementation of this Brave New World, and bring us, today, kicking and screaming to the world of the Aquarian Conspiracy. It is noteworthy that one of the four directors of the (Frankfurt School™s) âœAuthoritarian Personality Project,âœ usage of psychedelic drugs.

The Authoritarian Personality project of the late 1940™s, was responsible for the engineered Baby Boomer drug/rock/sex counterculture of the 1960s.

⦠Lysergic acid diethylamide, or LSD, was developed in 1943 by Albert Hoffman, a chemist at Sandoz A.B.- a Swiss pharmaceutical house owned by S.G. Warburg. LSD™s principal component is ergotamine tartrate, which Hoffman turned into synthetic egotamine, a powerful mind altering, and highly addictive drug. Looking deeper into the LSD history we discover that âœwhile precise documentation is unavailable as to the auspices under which the LSD research was commissioned, it can be safely assumed that British intelligence and its subsidiary U.S. Office of Strategic Services (OSS) were directly involved. Allen Dulles, the director of the CIA when that agency began MK-ULTRA, was the OSS station chief in Berne, Switzerland throughout the early Sandoz research. One of his OSS assistants was James Warburg, of the same Warburg family, who was instrumental in the 1963 four President) Robert Hutchins.âœ (from Dr. Humphrey Osmond, et al., 1974, âœUnderstanding, Under

⦠The counterculture model that the British had imposed on the United States was based on the pagan ceremonies of ancient Egyptian and Roman Empires.

XIX: Operation Mockingbird

a. Wikipedia:

⦠âœAllen Dulles organized (with Cord Meyer) and personally oversaw Operation Mockingbird, a p 25 major newspapers and wire agencies. The CIA recruited leading American journalists into a net the National Student Association, and magazines as fronts. As it developed, it also worked to influ Alex Constantine states: âœsome 3,000 salaried and contract CIA employees were eventually enga CIA plots to overthrow the governments of Iran and Guatemala.âœ

Review of âœHow Democracy was manipulated through the mainstream Mediaâ by Staffan H. Wi is behind the CIA to control and manipulate the public. Mockingbird is perhaps the most devastati


⦠âœDuring the 1950s American mass media interlocked directly with the CIA, the Agency feeding ir Reporters were employed by the CIA to deliver communiquês as well as money to contracts, and skills to agents.

It is virtually impossible to determine the exact number of American journalists who are currently 1977 Carl Bernstein, in an article for Rolling Stone, guessed the number at that time to be about 40( Bernstein noted a longstanding relationship of the Agency with CBS network, and former CIA dire News from 1954 to 1961, CRF member Sig Mickelson, acted as Paley™s liaison with the CIA, usin The chief directors and news anchors of CBS have also been CIA-connected, according to Bernstein

⦠âœ The New York Times and its publisher, CFR member Arthur Hays Sulzberger, frequently liased âœ The publisher of The Washington Post, CFR member Katherine Graham, was close friends with

⦠âœ Henry Luce, the founder of Time and Life, was a friend of CIA Director Allen Dulles, and looked lived a double life as a mover and shaker in American psychological warfare efforts.

⦠âœ According to CIA files, ABC news was used as a cover by agents during the 1960s.

⦠âœ Another means of CIA control over the media is through outright ownership. The New York Tim
During World War II, OSS officers working to oust the Japanese from Southeast Asia developed a cordial relationship with Ho Chi Minh, finding that the Viet Minh leader spoke fluent English and was well versed in American history. He quoted from memory lengthy passages from the Declaration of Independence, and chided the intelligence agents, noting that Vietnamese nationalists had been asking for help in booting out the French colonialists. As with Mao’s forces in China, the OSS operatives in Vietnam realized that Ho’s well-trained troops were a vital ally.

During World War II, OSS officers working to oust the Japanese from Southeast Asia developed a cordial relationship with Ho Chi Minh, finding that the Viet Minh leader spoke fluent English and was well versed in American history. He quoted from memory lengthy passages from the Declaration of Independence, and chided the intelligence agents, noting that Vietnamese nationalists had been asking for help in booting out the French colonialists. As with Mao’s forces in China, the OSS operatives in Vietnam realized that Ho’s well-trained troops were a vital ally.

The opium had been gown in the highlands of Laos. It was purchased by a Hmong general Vang Pao, who commanded the CIA’s secret air base in Laos, where it was processed into high-grade heroin. The heroin was then flown to Vientiane on Vang Pao’s private airline, which consisted of two C-47s given to him by the CIA.

The Agency had prepared an internal survey that estimated that 60 percent of the opium on the world market was coming from Southeast Asia and noted the precise whereabouts of the four largest heroin labs in the region, in villages in Laos, Burma and Thailand. This report was leaked to the New York Times, whose reporter relayed the main conclusions, without realizing that these villages were all next to CIA stations with the labs being run by people on the CIA payroll.

When Vang Pao took over as CIA-controlled leader of the Hmong, he organized the Bin Xuyen River gang on the lower Mekong to run the heroin labs, manage the opium dens and sell the surplus to the Corsican drug syndicate. This enterprise, called Operation X, ran from 1946 to 1954.

It was the CIA that created Diem’s first elite bodyguard to keep him alive in those early and precarious days and to give him tight control of Ngo Dinh Nhu, and it was the CIA that created and directed the tens of thousands of paramilitary troops that the U.S. Marines landed in South Vietnam, in the van of the escalation in 1964, did an element of American troops arrive in Vietnam that were not under the operational control of the CIA.

From 1945 through the crucial years of 1954 and 1955 and on to 1964, almost everything that was done in South Vietnam, including even a strong role in the selection of generals and ambassadors, was the action of the CIA, with the DOD playing a supporting role and the Department of State almost in total eclipse.

It was the CIA that created Diem’s first elite bodyguard to keep him alive in those early and precarious days and to give him tight control of Ngo Dinh Nhu, and it was the CIA that created and directed the tens of thousands of paramilitary troops that the U.S. Marines landed in South Vietnam, in the van of the escalation in 1964, did an element of American troops arrive in Vietnam that were not under the operational control of the CIA.

From 1945 through the crucial years of 1954 and 1955 and on to 1964, almost everything that was done in South Vietnam, including even a strong role in the selection of generals and ambassadors, was the action of the CIA, with the DOD playing a supporting role and the Department of State almost in total eclipse.

Ho Chi Minh made opposition to the opium trade a key feature of his campaign to run the French people of Vietnam as a means of social control. A drugged people, Ho said, is less likely to rise up against the oppressor. The Agency had prepared an internal survey that estimated that 60 percent of the opium on the world market was coming from Southeast Asia and noted the precise whereabouts of the four largest heroin labs in the region, in villages in Laos, Burma and Thailand. This report was leaked to the New York Times, whose reporter relayed the main conclusions, without realizing that these villages were all next to CIA stations with the labs being run by people on the CIA payroll.

The opium had been gown in the highlands of Laos. It was purchased by a Hmong general Vang Pao, who commanded the CIA’s secret air base in Laos, where it was processed into high-grade heroin. The heroin was then flown to Vientiane on Vang Pao’s private airline, which consisted of two C-47s given to him by the CIA.
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The opium had been gown in the highlands of Laos. It was purchased by a Hmong general Vang Pao, who commanded the CIA’s secret air base in Laos, where it was processed into high-grade heroin. The heroin was then flown to Vientiane on Vang Pao’s private airline, which consisted of two C-47s given to him by the CIA.

During World War II, OSS officers working to oust the Japanese from Southeast Asia developed a cordial relationship with Ho Chi Minh, finding that the Viet Minh leader spoke fluent English and was well versed in American history. He quoted from memory lengthy passages from the Declaration of Independence, and chided the intelligence agents, noting that Vietnamese nationalists had been asking for help in booting out the French colonialists. As with Mao’s forces in China, the OSS operatives in Vietnam realized that Ho’s well-trained troops were a vital ally.

Overseeing the (pre-WWII opium) marketing in Saigon was the local French director of the Dezieme Bureau, Colonel Antoine Savani. A Corsican with ties to the Marseilles drug syndicates, Savani organized the Bin Xuyen River gang on the lower Mekong to run the heroin labs, manage the opium dens and sell the surplus to the Corsican drug syndicate. This enterprise, called Operation X, ran from 1946 to 1954.

It was the CIA that created Diem’s first elite bodyguard to keep him alive in those early and precarious days and to give him tight control of Ngo Dinh Nhu, and it was the CIA that created and directed the tens of thousands of paramilitary troops that the U.S. Marines landed in South Vietnam, in the van of the escalation in 1964, did an element of American troops arrive in Vietnam that were not under the operational control of the CIA.
In 1953, Trinquier’s Operation X opium network was discovered by Colonel Edward Lansdale, at this French role in the opium trafficking, but was admonished to hold his tongue because, in his w fact, the CIA’s director, Allen Dulles, was mightily impressed by Trinquier’s operation and, l money, guns and CIA advisers to Trinquier’s Hmong army (in Laos).

The post-Dien Bien Phu accords, signed in Geneva in 1954, decreed that Laos was to be neutral, consider itself a military force. The CIA became the unchallenged principal in all US actions inside Phoumi) rule. Also in 1960 the CIA began a more sustained effort to build up Van Pao and his army Van Pao’s army. By 1961 Army Clandestine had grown to 9,000. By the time of Kenned force were entirely funded by the United States to the tune of $300 million, administered and overs

In 1971, during the height of the CIA’s involvement in Laos, there were about 500,000 heroin

c. Marchetti, V., and Marks, J.D., 1974, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence:

Perhaps the prototype for CIA covert operations during the 1950s was the work of Air Force Col became so well known that he served as the model for characters in two best-selling novels, Th Greene.

Lansdale was sent to the Philippines in the early 1950s as advisor to Philippine Defense Mini Following Lansdale’s counsel, Magsaysay prompted social development and land reform to w U.S. government funds, took the precaution of launching other, less conventional schemes. One su psychological warfare.

After a 1972 interview with Lansdale, now living in quiet retirement, journalist Stanley Karnow rep

One (Lansdale-inspired) psy-war operation played on the superstitious dread in the Philippine rumors that an asuang lived on where the Communists were based. Two nights later, after gi rebels. When a Huk patrol passed, the ambusher snatched the last man, punctured his neck vamp As superstitious as any other Filipinos, the insurgents fled from the region.

With Magsaysay’s election to the Philippine Presidency in 1953, Lansdale returned to Washing communist takeover in the Philippines had been eliminated.

d. From The CIA and Vietnam, by John McDermott, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/1995/ Vietnam: From June, 1954 to June, 1963, that is, until two years after Dulles left office (August, 1 eventually to the Vietnam War. The CIA sponsored Ngo Dinh Diem as a third force alternat ousted the French by bribing into exile the main French-leaning Vietnamese generals. Simultaneous opponents in a mini-civil war. Then the massive forced population resettlements such as the earlier Dulles’ operatives in the field, Edward Lansdale and, later under cover of the Michigan State U police forces of Diem’s brother Ngo Dinh Nhu which prevented dissent within Vietnam until it

XXI. 1953: Coup in Iran (Operation Ajax) by CIA/British/Rockefellers

a. Engdahl, F.W., 2009, Gods of Money; Wall Street and the Death of the American Century

As one of his first operations, Dulles authorized the CIA in 1953 to manufacture a coup against had nationalized the operations of British Petroleum (Anglo-Persian Oil Company) when they reft returned to power and installed a brutal dictatorship, control over Iran’s oil shifted from British
Mossadegh went to the United States in person that September to address the UN Security Council about a country’s position. The major political blunder made by Mossadegh was the vital issue of strategic petroleum control. U.S. mediator W. Averell Harriman had gone to Iran to persuade the new prime minister, Mohammad Mossadegh, not to accept the British offer. Harriman recommended that Iran accept the British offer.

By 1953, Anglo-American intelligence had its response ready. In May of that year, the new U.S. President, Dwight Eisenhower, turned down Mossadegh’s request for economic aid, on advice of his economist Walter Levy. Harriman recommended that Iran accept the British offer.

With the aid of royalist elements in the Iranian armed forces, British and American intelligence staged a coup and forced Mossadegh’s arrest, his influence severely undermined by two years of unrelenting Anglo-American economic warfare against the country, combined with subversion of Iranian government officials, and the installation of American/British puppet, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah of Iran.

The CIA, under Operation AJAX, cooperated fully with British SIS in the overthrow of Mohammed Mossadegh in 1953. The young Reza Shah Pahlevi was backed by the Anglo-Americans as a pansy who tried to challenge their mandate.

The U.S.-Soviet cold war period in the immediate postwar years provided a marvelous opportunity to British and American intelligence services. Any significant opposition which stood in the way of major policy initiatives could conveniently be painted with a red brush as communist or “communist-leaning.”

Under the Eisenhower administration, the CIA/OPC’s covert activities expanded rapidly. Allen Dulles played a major role in defining this role. Dulles’s wartime experience in the OSS had been on the operational side of intelligence, and his fascination with undercover work persisted. Rolling back communism became the central theme of CIA operations, and Wisner’s shop scored successes against nationalist governments, as well; the overthrow of Premier Mohammed Mossadegh in Iran in 1953 and the coup against President Jacobo Arbenz Guzman in Guatemala a year later. Neither of them were communists, but their replacement was deemed necessary by Dulles’s corporate clients.

Concerning the Mossadegh overthrow, Quigley expounds at considerable length about the negotiations. The negotiations ended, Quigley says, as follows: The British, the AIOC, the world petrol cartel, and Standard Oil agreed to charge a fixed price plus freight costs, and to store surplus oil which might weaken the benefit of the cartel, which Mossadegh was trying to oust. Concerning the cartel formation, he says: These agreed to manage oil prices on the world market, which Mosaddegh was trying to disrupt. By 1949 the cartel had as members the seven greatest oil companies of the world.

Concerning the Mossadegh overthrow, Quigley expounds at considerable length about the negotiations. The negotiations ended, Quigley says, as follows: The British, the AIOC, the world petrol cartel, and Standard Oil agreed to charge a fixed price plus freight costs, and to store surplus oil which might weaken the benefit of the cartel, which Mosaddegh was trying to disrupt. By 1949 the cartel had as members the seven greatest oil companies of the world.
for many thousands of peasant families, the majority of whom were indigenous people. They were expropriated and distributed. Approximately 500,000 individuals, or one-sixth of the population, had received land by this point.

Overall, the law resulted in a significant improvement in living standards. Arbenz’s agrarian reform bill authorized transfer of a small amount of foreign owned land (owned by UFC principally) to Guatemalan natives. By June 1954, 1.4 million acres of land had been transferred, bringing some measure of justice to the indigenous people of Guatemala.

Banana Republic

A “banana republic,” a de facto colony of America, essentially ruled America’s United Fruit Company and its local puppets, even as the vast majority of the population lived in abject poverty. The ties between United Fruit and the Dulles brothers went back to the days John Foster Dulles’ old law firm, Sullivan and Cromwell, had long represented the company. Allen Dulles, had served on United Fruit’s board of trustees.

The U.S. State Department and United Fruit embarked on a major public relations campaign to convince the American people and the rest of the U.S. government that Guatemala was a “Soviet satellite.” The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.

In 1954, Dulles’ Central Intelligence Agency orchestrated a coup, code-named “Operation PBSUCCESS,” with an invading force of only 150 men under the command of Castillo Armas, whom the U.S. State Department described as a “Soviet agent.” United Fruit was left untouched. The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.

In a propaganda bid that rivaled Woodrow Wilson’s World War I propaganda effort, Ed Whitman (United Fruit’s top public relations officer) produced a film, “Why the Kremlin Hates Bananas,” that pictured United Fruit fighting in the front trenches of the cold war. The firm’s success in linking the taking of its lands to the evil of international communism, was later described by one of its company officials as “the Disney version of the episode.” United Fruit paid all expenses for US journalists to fly to Guatemala to learn United Fruit’s side of the crisis, and soon the nation’s leading press including the New York Times were running with the communist version of Guatemalan events that had been spoon fed them by United Fruit’s Whitman.

XII: 1954: “Operation PBSUCCESS,” CIA’s Coup in Guatemala

In 1954, the CIA orchestrated a coup, code-named “Operation PBSUCCESS,” with an invading force of only 150 men under the command of Castillo Armas, whom the U.S. State Department described as a “Soviet agent.” United Fruit was left untouched. The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.

The U.S. State Department and United Fruit embarked on a major public relations campaign to convince the American people and the rest of the U.S. government that Guatemala was a “Soviet satellite.” The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.

In 1954, Dulles’ Central Intelligence Agency orchestrated a coup, code-named “Operation PBSUCCESS,” with an invading force of only 150 men under the command of Castillo Armas, whom the U.S. State Department described as a “Soviet agent.” United Fruit was left untouched. The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.

In a propaganda bid that rivaled Woodrow Wilson’s World War I propaganda effort, Ed Whitman (United Fruit’s top public relations officer) produced a film, “Why the Kremlin Hates Bananas,” that pictured United Fruit fighting in the front trenches of the cold war. The firm’s success in linking the taking of its lands to the evil of international communism, was later described by one of its company officials as “the Disney version of the episode.” United Fruit paid all expenses for US journalists to fly to Guatemala to learn United Fruit’s side of the crisis, and soon the nation’s leading press including the New York Times were running with the communist version of Guatemalan events that had been spoon fed them by United Fruit’s Whitman.

The ties between United Fruit and the Dulles brothers went back to the days John Foster Dulles’ old law firm, Sullivan and Cromwell, had long represented the company. Allen Dulles, had served on United Fruit’s board of trustees.

In a propaganda bid that rivaled Woodrow Wilson’s World War I propaganda effort, Ed Whitman (United Fruit’s top public relations officer) produced a film, “Why the Kremlin Hates Bananas,” that pictured United Fruit fighting in the front trenches of the cold war. The firm’s success in linking the taking of its lands to the evil of international communism, was later described by one of its company officials as “the Disney version of the episode.” United Fruit paid all expenses for US journalists to fly to Guatemala to learn United Fruit’s side of the crisis, and soon the nation’s leading press including the New York Times were running with the communist version of Guatemalan events that had been spoon fed them by United Fruit’s Whitman.

In 1954, Dulles’ Central Intelligence Agency orchestrated a coup, code-named “Operation PBSUCCESS,” with an invading force of only 150 men under the command of Castillo Armas, whom the U.S. State Department described as a “Soviet agent.” United Fruit was left untouched. The propaganda credibility of the Cold War was significantly enhanced.
(With Dwight D. Eisenhower as President, John Foster Dulles as Secretary of State, and Allen Dulles as CIA Director, the U.S. military invaded Guatemala on 18 June 1954, backed by a heavy campaign of psychological warfare. The force invaded Guatemala on 18 June 1954, backed by a heavy campaign of psychological warfare. The invasion force fared poorly militarily, but the psychological warfare and the possibility of a U.S. invasion intimidated the Guatemalan army, which refused to fight. Arbenz resigned on 27 June, and following negotiations in San Salvador, Carlos Castillo Armas was installed as President on 7 July 1954.)


“Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, his brother CIA Director Allen Dulles, and Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs John Lodge all had personal financial interests in the United Fruit Company and President Eisenhower’s personal secretary was the public relations officer for United Fruit to distribute in a land reform program. Arbenz was labeled a “communist” and the CIA organized an invasion force and removed him from power in 1954. Since the ouster, hopes for land and social reform have faded into distant memories as successive repressive regimes have slaughtered over 100,000 Guatemalans, mostly Mayan Indians.”

C. Kinzer, S., 2006, Overthrow: America’s Century of Regime Change From Hawaii to Iraq:

“Few private companies have ever been as closely interwoven with the United States government as United Fruit was during the mid-1950s. John Foster Dulles had, for decades, been one of its principal legal counselors. His brother, Allen, the CIA director, had also done legal work for the company, and owned a substantial block of its stock.”

XXIII. Dulles and Senator Joseph McCarthy:

a. Wikipedia: “(1954) At Dulles’ request, President Eisenhower demanded that Senator Joseph McCarthy discontinue issuing subpoenas against the CIA. Documents made public in 2004 revealed that the CIA, under Dulles’ orders, had broken into McCarthy’s Senate office and fed disinformation to him in order to discredit him, in order to stop his investigation of communist infiltration of the CIA.”

XXIV. Dulles and the U2 “spy plane” incident

a. Wikipedia: “1957: The U-2 “spy plane,” initially operated by CIA pilots, was put into operational photo surveillance. The Soviet Union captured a U-2 in 1960 during Dulles’ term as CIA chief.”

XXV: Dulles and CIA Cooperation with the Israeli Mossad:

a. Thomas, G., 1995, Gideon’s Spies; The Secret History of the Mossad:

“isser Harel, of Mossad, traveled to Washington, D.C. in 1954 to meet Allen Dulles, who had just returned from Israel. The Israeli psalmist: “the Guardian of Israel neither slumbers or sleeps.” Dulles replied: “You can count on me to stay awake with you.” These words created a partnership between Mossad and the CIA. Dulles arranged for Mossad to have state-of-the-art equipment: listening and tracking devices, remote-operated cameras, and a range of gadgets that Harel admitted he never knew existed. The two men also formed the first intelligence “black channel” between their services, through which they could communicate by secure phone in the case of any emergency. The channel effectively bypassed the normal bureaucratic channels.”
diplomatic route, to the chagrin of both the State Department and the Israeli foreign ministry.

XXVI: 1957: CIA™s War in Indonesia (Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia)

a. From Publishers Weekly:

In 1957, President Eisenhower, his secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, and the CIA™unbeknownst to Congress or to the American public™ launched a massive covert military operation in Indonesia. Its aims were to topple or weaken Indonesia™s populist President Sukarno, viewed as too friendly toward Indonesia™s Communist Party, and to cripple the Indonesian army. Historian Audrey Kahin, editor of the journal Indonesia, and Cornell professor of international studies George Kahin have written a disturbing, scholarly expose of a major covert operation that paved the way for the Indonesian army™s massacre of half a million people in 1965-66 with Washington™s support. The authors maintain that Indonesia™s (so-called) âœcommunist partyâ was essentially a homegrown nationalist movement and that the Eisenhower administration™s fears were misguided.


Most mainstream histories report the Indonesian story as a conflict between a central power structure becoming dominated by communists, and a rebellion attempting to overthrow the central government for more regional autonomy. The deceit and webs of intrigue in the background present a different picture. Allen Dulles plays the dominant role. As head of the CIA from its inception, and with a history of espionage, under cover maneuverings, and many ties to legal and corporate interests, Dulles became the â˜embodimentâ™ (1) of U.S. foreign policy in Indonesia. While considered a failure in standard histories, Poulgrain shows how the rebellion itself was manipulated by Dulles in order to have it fail. The ultimate prize of course was keeping Indonesia away from the clutches of the Communists. The back story is much more convoluted and intriguing than that.

Poulgrain™s analysis begins with the discovery of an enormous source of copper and gold in Western New Guinea (now West Papua and Papua provinces of Indonesia), continues through the Japanese push for resources in South Asia, and on into the establishment of an independent Indonesia and its internal and external conflicts. The story also involves oil and gold (naturally, as with most U.S. interventions looking for corporate control of resources), the royalty of the Netherlands and Germany, the oil companies and mineral explorers of the Netherlands and the U.S. Wilsonian ideals of self determination, especially for the indigenous people of Papua New Guinea, regime change, and last but not least, Dag Hammarskjold and John F. Kennedy.

There are many people who would have wanted Kennedy killed â“ crime syndicates, political opponents, Cuban expatriates, Russians (least likely scenario), and as per Poulgrain, Allen Dulles is a strong contender for that list. Kennedy™s relationship with Sukarno and his attempts to find a peaceable course of action to keep Indonesia within the U.S. sphere jeopardized the corporate background interests of Allen Dulles.

(UN Secretary General) Dag Hammarskjold also became a problem as he worked with the ideals of non-alignment, but both conflicted with Dulles™ attempts at grabbing resource-rich former colonies. As UN Secretary General in 1961 in the Congo, very likely from Dulles™ CIA and corporate connections aiming for control of the resources of the post colonial non-aligned movement.

c. Marchetti, V., and Marks, J.D., 1974, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence:

Less successful (than the coups in Iran and Guatemala) was the attempt to overthrow Indonesia of State Dulles, the CIA gave direct assistance to rebel groups located on the island of Sumatra. Again, the Indonesians shot down one of these B-26s and captured the pilot, an American named Allen Pope, employee of the CIA-owned proprietary company, Civil Air Transport.

XXVII: Dulles a member of âœThe Second Teamâ

a. Mills, C.W., 1956, The Power Elite:
A small group of men are now in charge of the executive decisions made in the name of the United States. These fifty-odd men of the executive branch include the President, the Vice President, and members of the cabinet; the head men of the major departments and bureaus, agency directors, and House staff.

Only three of these men of the political directorate are professional party politicians in the sense of being career politicians, and three quarters are political outsiders.

The three top policy-making positions in the country (secretaries of state, treasury, and defense) are filled by business for Morgan and Rockefeller interests; a Mid-West corporation executive who was a direct ancestor of several of the smallest of the nation's huge corporations and the largest producer of military equipment in the United States. There are four men in the diplomatic service, left it (because a promotion in rank offered him no increase above his $8,000 salary) to join the law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell (about the time that his brother became its senior partner) and then returned to the government as its senior spy. On this second team there are:

XXVIII. 1961: CIA Assassination of Dominican Republic President, Rafael Trujillo:


By 1960, Rafael Trujillo, president of the Dominican Republic, had become irksome to US foreign policy makers. His blatant corruption looked as though it might prompt a revolt akin to the upsurge that had brought Fidel Castro to power. The best way to head off this unwelcome contingency was to eliminate him. On the night of 30 May, 1961, Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo, mass murderer, torturer par excellence, absolute dictator, was shot to death on highway in the outskirts of the capital city, Ciudad Trujillo. It emerged that the CIA had provided him with weapons and training to the assassins, though the Agency took care to point out that it was not absolutely certain that it had been the CIA, and was not absolutely 100 percent sure that these were the same weapons that ultimately deposed the tyrant (who had been in office for 30 years). By 1960, Rafael Trujillo, president of the Dominican Republic, had become irksome to US foreign policy makers. His blatant corruption looked as though it might prompt a revolt akin to the upsurge that had brought Fidel Castro to power. The best way to head off this unwelcome contingency was to eliminate him. On the night of 30 May, 1961, Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo, mass murderer, torturer par excellence, absolute dictator, was shot to death on highway in the outskirts of the capital city, Ciudad Trujillo. It emerged that the CIA had provided him with weapons and training to the assassins, though the Agency took care to point out that it was not absolutely certain that it had been the CIA, and was not absolutely 100 percent sure that these were the same weapons that ultimately deposed the tyrant (who had been in office for 30 years).

b. Blum, W., 1995, Killing Hope; U.S. Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II:

On the night of 30 May, 1961, Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo, mass murderer, torturer par excellence, absolute dictator, was shot to death on highway in the outskirts of the capital city, Ciudad Trujillo. It emerged that the CIA had provided him with weapons and training to the assassins, though the Agency took care to point out that it was not absolutely certain that it had been the CIA, and was not absolutely 100 percent sure that these were the same weapons that ultimately deposed the tyrant (who had been in office for 30 years).

XXIX. 1961: Assassination of Congo President, Patrice Lumumba


CIA director Allen Dulles decided that the leader of the Congo, Patrice Lumumba, was an unacceptable threat to the Free World and his removal was an urgent and prime objective. For example, there was a congressional investigation that revealed that the CIA had been involved in the assassination of the Dominican Republic’s president, Rafael Trujillo, in 1961. This investigation was based on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, which was established in 1976 to investigate allegations of CIA misconduct. The investigation revealed that the CIA had provided arms and training to the assassins, although the Agency claimed that it was not absolutely certain that it was the CIA.

In Lumumba’s case, Gottlieb developed a bio-poison that would mimic a disease endemic to the Congo. He personally delivered the deadly germs along with a special hypodermic syringe, gauze masks, and rubber gloves to Lawrence Devlin, the CIA chief of station in the Congo. The lethal implement was carried into the country in a diplomatic pouch. Gottlieb instructed Devlin and his agents how to apply the toxin to Lumumba’s toothpaste and food. However, the CIA’s bio-assassins could not get close enough to Lumumba, so the executive action proceeded by a more traditional route.

b. Wikipedia:
The Cuban Revolution of 1952 to 1959 had forced dictator, Fulgencio Batista, an ally of the United States, into exile. He was replaced by the 26th July Movement led by Castro, which severed the country’s formerly strong links with the US after expropriating American economic assets, and developing links with the Soviet Union, with whom, at the time, the United States was engaged in the Cold War. US President Dwight D. Eisenhower was concerned at the direction Castro’s government was taking, and in March 1960, Eisenhower allocated $13.1 million to the CIA to plan Castro’s overthrow. The CIA proceeded to organize the operation with the aid of various Cuban counter-revolutionary forces, training Brigade 2506 in Guatemala.

War. US President Dwight D. Eisenhower was concerned at the direction Castro’s government was taking, and in March 1960, Eisenhower allocated $13.1 million to the CIA to plan Castro’s overthrow. The CIA proceeded to organize the operation with the aid of various Cuban counter-revolutionary forces, training Brigade 2506 in Guatemala.

Over 1,400 paramilitaries, divided into five infantry battalions and one paratrooper battalion, assembled in Guatemala before setting out for Cuba by boat on 13 April 1961. Two days later on 15 April, eight CIA-supplied B-26 bombers attacked Cuban airfields and then returned to the US. On the night of 16 April, the main invasion landed at a beach named Playa Girón in the Bay of Pigs. It initially failed due to poor planning and intelligence.

Notes: (1) The Brothers — John Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, and Their Secret War. Stephen Kinzer, St Martin’s Griffin, New York, 2013. (p. 323). (2) [President] Johnson told friends in Congress that the Kennedy assassination had “some foreign complications, CIA and other things.” Placing Allen on the Warren Commission ensured that these complications would remain secret. ibid. p. 305.

XXIX. 1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion

a. Epperson, A. R., 1985, The Unseen Hand; An Introduction to the Conspiratorial View of History:

áœPresident Eisenhower gave the C.I.A. permission to organize a group of Cuban exiles in the United States into an armed force trained to return to Cuba and attempt to overthrow the Castro government. Eisenhower placed the head of the CIA, Allen Dulles, in charge of the program. Both Dulles and Eisenhower placed the head of the CIA, Allen Dulles, in charge of the program. Both Dulles and Eisenhower were members of the Council on Foreign Relations. The plans for the invasion were discussed and approved by a committee of various officials in the Kennedy Administration. The members of this committee were: Secretary of State Dean Rusk (CFR), Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara (CFR), General Lyman Lemnitzer (CFR), Admiral Arleigh Burke, Adolf A. Berle, Jr. Head of the Latin American Task Force, (CFR), McGeorge Bundy, President for National Security Affairs (CFR). Relations, described by one author as áœthe Invisible Governmentá of the United States.

b. From Wikipedia:

áœThe Bay of Pigs invasion was a failed military invasion of Cuba undertaken by the CIA-sponsored paramilitary group Brigade 2506 fronted the armed wing of the Democratic Revolutionary Front (DRF) and intended to overthrow the increasingly communist government of Fidel Castro. Launched from Guatemala, the invading force was defeated within three days by the Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces, under the direct command of Prime Minister Fidel Castro.

The Cuban Revolution of 1952 to 1959 had forced dictator, Fulgencio Batista, an ally of the United States, into exile. He was replaced by the 26th July Movement led by Castro, which severed the country’s formerly strong links with the US after expropriating American economic assets, and developing links with the Soviet Union, with whom, at the time, the United States was engaged in the Cold War. US President Dwight D. Eisenhower was concerned at the direction Castro’s government was taking, and in March 1960, Eisenhower allocated $13.1 million to the CIA to plan Castro’s overthrow. The CIA proceeded to organize the operation with the aid of various Cuban counter-revolutionary forces, training Brigade 2506 in Guatemala. Over 1,400 paramilitaries, divided into five infantry battalions and one paratrooper battalion, assembled in Guatemala before setting out for Cuba by boat on 13 April 1961. Two days later on 15 April, eight CIA-supplied B-26 bombers attacked Cuban airfields and then returned to the US. On the night of 16 April, the main invasion landed at a beach named Playa Girón in the Bay of Pigs. It initially failed due to poor planning and intelligence.

Notes: (1) The Brothers — John Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, and Their Secret War. Stephen Kinzer, St Martin’s Griffin, New York, 2013. (p. 323). (2) [President] Johnson told friends in Congress that the Kennedy assassination had “some foreign complications, CIA and other things.” Placing Allen on the Warren Commission ensured that these complications would remain secret. ibid. p. 305.
overwhelmed a local revolutionary militia. The Cuban Army’s counter-offensive was led by José Ramón Fernández, before Castro decided to take personal control of the operation. On 20 April, the invaders finally surrendered, with the majority of troops being publicly interrogated and put into Cuban prisons.

The failed invasion strengthened the position of Castro’s leadership as well as his ties with the USSR. This led eventually to the events of the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. The invasion was a major embarrassment for US foreign policy. US President John F. Kennedy ordered a number of internal investigations across Latin America.

Several failed assassination plots utilizing CIA-recruited operatives from the Mafia and anti-Castro Cubans against Castro (also) undermined the CIA’s credibility. The reputation of the agency and its director declined drastically after the Bay of Pigs Invasion fiasco. President Kennedy reportedly said he wanted to “splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter it into the winds.”

XXXI: 1961: Failed Assassination Attempt on French President Charles de Gaulle

a. From Wikipedia:

“The Algiers putsch, also known as the Generals’ putsch, was a failed coup d’état to overthrow French President Charles de Gaulle and establish a military junta. Organized in French Algeria by retired French army generals Maurice Challe (former commander-in-chief in French Algeria), Edmond Jouhaud (former Inspector General of the French Air Force), André Zeller (former Chief of staff of the French Ground Army) and Raoul Salan (former commander-in-chief in French Algeria), it took place from the afternoon of 21 April to 26 April 1961 in the midst of the Algerian War (1954-1962).

There were allegations in France, reported first in Il Paese and then in Le Monde and L’Express, that individuals within the CIA supported the coup. The officials apparently told reporters, “to understand that the general’s plot was backed by strongly anti-communist elements in the United States Government and military services.” In May 1961, L’Express published an article stating: “Both in Paris and in Washington the facts are now known, though they will never be publicly admitted. In private, the highest French personalities make no secret of it. What they say is this: ‘The CIA played a direct part in the Algiers coup, and certainly weighed heavily on the decision taken by ex-CIA director Allen Dulles.’”

b. Blum, W., 1995, Killing Hope; U.S. Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II:

On 22 April four French generals in Algeria seized power in an attempt to maintain the country’s union with France. The putsch, which held out but four days, was the direct confrontation with French President Charles de Gaulle, who had dramatically proclaimed a policy leading “not to an Algeria governed from France, but to an Algerian Algeria.”

The next day, the leftist Italian newspaper, Il Paese, stated that “It is not by chance that some people in Paris are accusing the American secret service headed by Allen Dulles of having participated in the plot of the four Ultra generals.”

XXXII. November, 1961: Dulles Fired as CIA Director

a. From Wikipedia:

In autumn 1961, following the Bay of Pigs incident and Algiers putsch, Dulles and his entourage were forced to resign. On November 28, 1961, Kennedy presented Dulles with the National Security Medal at the CIA Headquarters in Langley, Virginia. The next day, November 29, the White House released a resignation letter signed by Dulles.

President John F. Kennedy held Allen Dulles responsible for CIA’s disastrous, CIA-funded Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.

XXXIII. 1963: CIA/Mossad Assassination of President John F. Kennedy, and Cover-up

The high office of the President has been used to foment a plot to destroy American’s freedoms. President John F. Kennedy at Columbia University, 10 days before his assassination

a. Wikipedia:

October 3, 1963: (a month before his public execution) President JFK predicted: “If the United States ever experiences an attempt at a coup to overthrow the government it will come from the CIA. The agency represents a tremendous power and total unaccountability to anyone.” (From New York Times article by Arthur Krock)

November 22, 1963: President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in coup d’etat in Dallas, Texas. (From John F. Kennedy’s address to the nation, 21 November 1963)
Much has been written about the role of CIA factions in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy... The role of deep-cover CIA officer, Trenton Parker, has been described in earlier pages, and his presence in Vietnam, rather than escalating it as his incompetent hawkish advisers wanted, and that he may have been preparing to liquidate the Vietnam matter entirely after his re-election in November inaugurated.) Kennedy was probably planning to fire FBI boss J. Edgar Hoover, who regarded himself as an unaccountable state within the state. Documents indicate that Kennedy was scaling down the US strong presidency Roosevelt had embodied, but which the US oligarchy was determined never to permit again. (There had in any case been an attempt to assassinate FDR in Florida before he was even challenged the power of the Federal Reserve to be the sole controller of the US money supply. Kennedy seemed determined to return to the New Deal policies of Franklin D. Roosevelt, and also to the Cuban missile crisis the occasion for general thermoruclear war with the U.S.S.R. Kennedy clashed with Roger Blough of US Steel, who was acting as a representative of Wall Street. Kennedy... The classic example of political assassination was the murder of President Kennedy. Kennedy had been alerted by the Bay of Pigs debacle to the treachery and incompetence of CIA director Allen Dulles,...

The classic example of political assassination was the murder of President Kennedy. Kennedy had whom he fired. He refused to listen to the adventurist advice of former Secretary of State Dean Ach the Cuban missile crisis the occasion for general thermoruclear war with the U.S.S.R. Kennedy challenged the power of the Federal Reserve to be the sole controller of the US money supply. keyboard...
function in the CIA’s counter-intelligence unit, Pegasus. Parker had stated to me earlier that a CIA faction was responsible for the murder of JFK, and that Kennedy was advised three weeks before the assassination of a plan to assassinate him in one of three cities that Kennedy would be visiting.

During an August 21, 1993, conversation, in response to my questions, Parker said that his Pegasus group had tape recordings of plans to assassinate Kennedy. I asked him, “What group were these tapes identifying?” Parker replied: “Rockefeller, Allen Dulles, Johnson of Texas, George Bush, and J. F. Kennedy don’t have the tapes now, because all of the tape recordings were turned over to (Congressman) Larry McDonald. But I listened to the tape recordings and there were conversations between Rockefeller, (J. Edgar) Hoover, where (Nelson) Rockefeller asks, “Are we going to have any problems?” And he said, “No, we aren’t going to have any problems. I checked with Dulles. If they do their job we’ll do our job.”

g. Bowart, W., 1978, Operation Mind Control: The CIA’s Plot Against America:

The cryptocracy (rule by secrecy) which grew up after World War II was composed of a cadre of professionals, trained during the war. Professional intelligence agents in both the KGB and the CIA are trained to stick to the cover story that works, and use it as long as it does work. Even if the cover story is blown, the agent is supposed to stick to it and, if necessary, die with sealed lips. The “lone nut theory” that the assassins of King and the Kennedys had acted alone- and the evidence planted to support that theory, stands out as a typical professional intelligence “cover.”

The modus operandi or method of a murder is the first of two major clues detectives use to solve crimes. The second clue is the motive.

Those who support the “lone nut” theory point to the fact that no clear political motive could be attributed to any of the three assassins. Yet even to a casual student of history each of the three murders was of obvious political benefit to the extreme right – the extreme right wing, known to be widespread in the cryptocracy, had the most to gain. By their deaths, the civil rights movement was severely crippled, the conflict in Vietnam escalated, and the corrupt leaders of the cryptocracy stayed in power.

h) Interview of author David Talbot (The Devil’s Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of America’s Secret Government) by Amy Goodman on “Democracy Now!” (www.democracynow.org/â¦/the_rise_of_america_s_secâ¦)

AMY GOODMAN: This is Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report, as we continue Part 2 of our conversation with David Talbot on his new book, The Devil’s Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of America’s Secret Government.

AMY GOODMAN: “what happened under his reign, from the Bay of Pigs to the endless assassinations.”

DAVID TALBOT: Kennedy came in as president. He was young. He was untested, under a lot of pressure from the national security people in his administration. He inherited the Bay of Pigs operation, the plans for that. He was basically told, “Look, if you pull the plug on this thing, it’s so far along did go through with it, but he had no intention of widening it into an all-out U.S. military assault on the island.” The exiles they put together to invade the island wasn’t sufficient to unseat Castro. But what they hoped and what they planned was that a young President Kennedy, as this invasion was bogged down on the beaches of the Bay of Pigs, would be forced then to send in the Marines and the U.S. Air Force to to...

AMY GOODMAN: And then, of course, the Cuban missile crisis, the closest we ever came to a nuclear war.

DAVID TALBOT: Well, but Kennedy stood his ground, and he didn’t do that. And that was the beginning of his break, at the Bay of Pigs, between the CIA and Cuba – and President Kennedy. And then, yes, that became even more severe with the Cuban missile crisis the following year. Again, the missile crisis, they were prepared to go to a nuclear war to do that. President Kennedy thought that he was pushing for a nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union. And even years later, Curtis LeMay, Kennedy didn’t take this opportunity to go nuclear over Cuba. So, President Kennedy basically ground. He took a hard line against the national security people and said, “No, we’re going to peacefully resolve the Cuban missile crisis.”

AMY GOODMAN: And then President Kennedy, on November 22nd, 1963, was assassinated.

DAVID TALBOT: That’s right.

AMY GOODMAN: What did you find when it came to Kennedy’s assassination?

DAVID TALBOT: Well, first of all, after Kennedy did fire Allen Dulles after the Bay of Pigs, Dulles did still running the CIA. His top deputies came on a regular basis to meet with him. He...
AMY GOODMAN: Why did JFK fire Allen Dulles?

DAVID TALBOTT: Well, he was fired after the Bay of Pigs. Kennedy realized he shouldn’t have him as CIA director. But (after being fired) Dulles continued to sort of set up an anti-Kennedy government in exile in his home in Georgetown. Many of the people he was meeting with, several of the people, including Howard Hunt and others, later became figures of suspicion during the House Select Committee on Assassinations. The final official statement, the last official report, on the Kennedy assassination, not the Warren Report, did determine he was killed as the result of a conspiracy.

So a number of the people who came up during this investigation by Congress were figures of interest. The weekend of Kennedy’s assassination, Allen Dulles is not at home watching television, like the rest of America. He’s at a remote CIA facility, two years after being pushed out of the agency by Kennedy, called “The Farm,” in northern Virginia, that he used when he was director. He was there while Kennedy was killed, when Jack Ruby then kills Lee Harvey Oswald. That whole fateful weekend, he’s hunkered down in a CIA command post. So, there are many odd circumstances like this.

I also found out from interviewing the children of another former CIA official that one of the key figures of interest in the Kennedy assassination, a guy named William Harvey, who was head of the CIA’s assassination unit, put there by Allen Dulles, was seen leaving his Rome station and flying back to the United States because to place someone like William Harvey, the head of the CIA’s assassination unit, put the CIA, by the way, refuses, even at this late date, to release the travel vouchers for people like William Harvey. Under the JFK Records Act, they’re still withholding over 1,100 documents related to the Kennedy assassination, but they’re still holding onto the travel vouchers for William Harvey.
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CONCLUSION:
Operation Haman?
The Theory That Works.

A Summary

âœConspired All of Them Togetherâ  Nehemiah 4:8

The State of Israel had integral links with all of the major power groups that wanted John F. Kennedy removed from the American presidency. Israel’s global network had the power to orchestrate not only the assassination of Kennedy, but evidence suggests, the primary instigator of the crime.

All of Israel’s co-conspirators- and those who had an interest in seeing Kennedy dead- had good reason to assist in the cover-up. They were protecting their own interests.

By 1963, John F. Kennedy had made many enemies. His brother Attorney General Robert Kennedy’s prosecutions of Mafia and Meyer Lansky-bossed Organized crime figures had many in the crime syndicate very angry, to say the least. The early stages for the prosecution of Meyer Lansky himself Carolos Marcello. Lansky’s West Coast henchman Mickey Cohen had been targeted as well.

LANSKY

Lansky was the ultimate target: the enmity between Kennedy family and Meyer Lansky went back decades. Not only was the President’s father, Joseph P. Kennedy, considered an enemy of the Jewish people, but he was also believed by Lansky to hold a grudge against him (Lansky) because of a Lansky-orchestrated hijacking of one of Kennedy Sr.’s illicit whiskey-running deals. Considering John F. Kennedy’s secret alliance with the mob during the 1960 campaign, his war against Lansky’s secret alliance with the mob during the 1960 campaign, his war against Lansky’s was a double-cross that could not be abandoned.

LYNDON JOHNSON

The president was also planning to drop his Vice President, Lyndon Johnson, from the 1964 ticket. Carlos Marcello- could end up spending the remainder of his years in prison. The Kennedy brothers were interested in Johnson’s deals conducted through his front man, Bobby Baker, who later did end up in prison. Baker, of course, conducted several of his major deals with Lansky associates, including Mossad official Tibor Rosenbaum.

THE ANTI-CASTRO CUBANS

What’s more, Kennedy was preparing for a rapprochment with Castro’s Cuba and therefore the consequence. The change in Cuban policy was also distressing to the anti-Castro Cuban community with the Lansky syndicate in anti-Castro activities. Likewise, the new Cuban policy enraged the CIA which was the primary sponsor of the anti-Castro forces.

THE CIA

What’s more, as we have seen, the CIA had also been cooperating with Lansky and his mob lieutenants making moves to dismantle the CIA and was engaged in a secret war with that agency stemming from Kennedy’s secret alliance with the mob during the 1960 campaign, his war against Lansky’s secret alliance with the mob during the 1960 campaign, his war against Lansky’s was a double-cross that could not be abandoned.

HOOVER

Ultimately, Kennedy planned to merge all of the American intelligence agencies- the FBI included- enthusiastically by FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover whom Kennedy also planned to dethrone following the 1964 election.

HOOVER, as we have seen, had his own secret arrangements with Lansky, individually, and with organized crime-linked liquor industries and the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B’nai Brith, which functions as a de facto U.S. propaganda and intelligence arm of Israel’s Mossad.

If Hoover himself did not actively conspire against the life of John F. Kennedy, he certainly looked

VIETNAM & DRUGS
Kennedy’s intended change in Vietnam policy—his plan to unilaterally withdraw from the imbroglio—infuriated not only the CIA but elements in the Pentagon and their allies in the military-industrial complex.

By this time, of course, the Lansky syndicate had already set up international heroin-running from Southeast Asia through the CIA-linked Corsican Mafia in the Mediterranean. The joint Lansky-CIA operation in the international drug racket were a lucrative venture that thrived as a consequence of deep U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia as cover for the drug smuggling activities.

ISRAEL

John F. Kennedy’s bitter behind-the-scenes conflict with Israel brought him into combat with an ally of not only the CIA but also the Lansky syndicate, both of which entities also manipulated intimate connections to the anti-Castro Cubans.

Vice President Lyndon Johnson’s Lansky-Mafia and defense industry ties, coupled with his close ties to Hoover’s FBI made Johnson an acceptable alternative (among these diverse special interests) to Kennedy himself had long been suspect in the eyes of Israel and its allies in this country as we saw in Chapter 4.

MICKEY COHEN

As early as 1960 (as we documented in Chapter 13), Meyer Lansky’s West Coast henchman, Mickey Cohen, was using Kennedy’s film-land bedpartner, actress Marilyn Monroe, as a conduit for attempting to learn Kennedy’s intentions towards Israel. Kennedy’s introduction to Miss Monroe by one of Cohen’s associates, we have learned, was for this very purpose, and also, perhaps, for ultimately blackmailing JFK.

Although ‘official’ history acknowledges the president’s stormy affair with Miss Monroe, its real origins—and the intent for which it was orchestrated—have been covered up and forgotten. (‘Official’ history would have us remember—instead—Kennedy’s other widely-publicized illicit relationship with Judith Campbell, mistress of Chicago Mafia boss Sam Giancana.)

Cohen, long-standing disciple of Israel and one of its earliest adherents, had more than a passing interest in the Middle East state. According to one account, we have discovered, Cohen was less than happy with Kennedy’s stance toward Israel.

BEN-GURION (Real name: David Grun)

By April 1963, Kennedy’s relationship with Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and the state of Israel was at a dangerous impasse, particularly over Israel’s determination to develop a nuclear bomb.

At Kennedy’s last official conference, he bemoaned the Israeli lobby’s deliberate sabotage of his own efforts to build bridges to the Arab world. Little did JFK know that seeds of his own destruction had been sown as a consequence of his efforts to bring peace to the Middle East.

Israeli leader David Ben-Gurion had developed an intense personal distrust— even hatred and contempt— for Kennedy. He believed that Kennedy’s presidency was a danger to the very survival of the state of Israel—the nation that Ben-Gurion had helped create.

Ben-Gurion, by this time, was consumed with paranoia. He believed that Israel might be destroyed. It was because of his contempt for Kennedy and the American President’s stance toward Israel that Ben-Gurion left his post as prime minister. It is likely that his last act as prime minister was to order Mossad orchestration of a hit on John F. Kennedy.

We have learned that it was then-Mossad assassination team chief Yitzhak Shamir who took care of the arrangements necessary to set the conspiracy in motion. Shamir knew, of course, that a diverse array of interests— domestic and international—would like to see Kennedy removed from the White House.

There were a variety of components that could be put together to ensure a successful assassination conspiracy: specifically the Mossad-linked Meyer Lansky Organized Crime Syndicate as well as the CIA, and the elements in their spheres of influence.

CODE NAME ‘HAMAN’?

Was there a code name for the conspiracy against President Kennedy? More than likely. But we, of the conspiracy to kill the American president after Haman, the ancient Amalekite conspirator who opposed the survival of the Jewish people—Ben-Gurion’s hatred for Kennedy—a modern-day Haman in his eyes.
THE CONSPIRACY IS SET IN MOTION

A network of assassin recruitment and planning was set in motion through the egis of the Mossad-CIA-Lansky combine, with the shadowy Permindex entity at the very center of the operation. All stood to benefit from John F Kennedy’s removal from office.

Many people on the periphery of the conspiracy—indeed, perhaps even many of those at the center—advanced the ultimate aim of removing JFK from the White House.

INSIDE THE CIAâ€¦

The evidence suggests that it was powerful CIA man, James Jesus Angleton—head of the CIA’s Israel desk—who played the primary role in manipulating the CIA’s involvement in the assassination.

Throughout his career, Angleton’s activities had intersected with those of the Lansky Organized Crime Syndicate, particularly the CIA’s dealings with the Corsican Mafia.

It was Angleton’s Israeli desk at the CIA that coordinated the agency’s strange alliance with the Corsican crime figures.

As we have seen, anti-Castro elements in the CIA were involved in setting up the patsy, Lee Harvey Oswald.

In New Orleans, the CIA’s assets including Permindex board member Clay Shaw, Anti-Defamation League-linked Guy Banister and David Ferrie were coordinating anti-Castro activities among the Cuban exiles. They were critical to the plot: they were manipulating Lee Harvey Oswald, making him appear as a “pro-Castro agitator.”

The inclusion of the eccentric David Ferrie in the plot—a known Kennedy-hater who was on the payroll of New Orleans Mafia boss Carlos Marcello—may well have been a deliberately staged “false-flag” to muddy the waters further and confuse future investigators, perhaps pointing them in the direction of the Mafia.

The WDSU media empire of the Stern family—major backers of Israel’s Anti-Defamation League and close friends of Permindex board member Shaw—contributed to the conspiracy by publicizing Oswald’s activities and making them available to the FBI, further laying the groundwork for Oswald’s identification as a Castro agent.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

And as we saw in Chapter 15, there are further indications that CIA-linked French OAS operatives were also utilizing Guy Banister’s headquarters in New Orleans.

Many of these same OAS operatives also had ties to the Lansky drug racket. They were also hostile to John F. Kennedy who had supported Algerian independence from France.

What’s more, it was the CIA’s chief liaison to the anti-Castro Cubans, E. Howard Hunt, who was in Dallas—like that of Hunt—is the subject of some controversy.

As we noted in Chapter 16, a retired French diplomat and intelligence officer contends that it was in fact, a French team that carried out the crime in Dealey Plaza on contract for the Mossad, their presence in Dallas arranged through a faction in the French secret service, the SDECE, under the direction of Col. Georges deLannurien.

THE “DUMMY ASSASSINATION”

Evidence suggests that the CIA’s E. Howard Hunt may have had his own anti-Castro operation (in the guise of a faked assassination attempt on the president) underway. Oswald, some believe, was part of this operation.

However, it appears that his “faked assassination attempt” was manipulated and/or infiltrated when those fatal shots were fired in Dallas. Maybe Hunt was, in fact, set up.

Who sent E. Howard Hunt to Dallas in November of 1963? As we have seen it was the Mossad’s E. Howard Hunt’s dealings in Dallas at that fateful period of time?

Only Hunt can answer these questions—and others—but thus far he has refused to provide the answers. Was Hunt—like Oswald—a patsy?

Hunt himself admitted, under oath, that he believed it possible that his former colleagues at the CIA would consider framing him for the Kennedy assassination. However, Hunt has never explained—publicly—what he was doing in Dallas on November 21, 1963, the day before John F. Kennedy’s assassination.

Did Hunt actually play a hand in the assassination planning? Or was he a not-so-really-innocent bystander who was caught up in events that were bigger than even he realized? We will probably never
As we have seen, various sources have suggested that there were at least several people operating in Dealey Plaza on November 22 who believed that they were there as part of a “Mafia” hit aimed not at Kennedy, but instead at Texas Governor John B. Connally who was riding in the president’s limousine.

The use of “false flags,” has been a classic Mossad tactic, a standard practice of Israel’s spy agency. As we saw in Chapter 16, according to former Mossad operative, Victor Ostrovsky, he and his fellow Mossad trainees were told by their superiors that Kennedy’s assassination was, in fact, an accident. The real target, or so the Mossad claimed, was Connally who had been targeted by “the Mafia.”

JACK RUBY

As we saw in Chapter 13, Mickey Cohen appears to have had a important role in the life of Jack Ruby, who admired Cohen and who tried to emulate the California racketeer.

Ruby himself was knee-deep in the CIA’s activities in Cuba, alongside the CIA’s allies in the Lansky Organized Crime Syndicate. The evidence strongly suggests, of course, that Ruby— in some fashion— was moving in the same circles as Lee Harvey Oswald, although what direct connection there was between the two ill-fated men we will never know.

Just shortly before the assassination, Al Gruber, a Hollywood henchman of Mickey Cohen and a loyal friend of Ruby’s (who hadn’t seen him in nearly a decade) showed up in Dallas to visit Ruby. And it was just about an hour after Lee Harvey Oswald’s arrest was made public that Ruby called Gruber. It is probable that Ruby was told it was his responsibility to finish the job.

Cohen’s friend and lawyer, Melvin Belli, of course, assumed a role as Ruby’s handler and defense counsel after Ruby killed Oswald, thereby silencing the chosen patsy forever. And as we have seen, Belli himself also emerged as a prominent defender of the Warren Commission cover-up.

Columnist Dorothy Kilgallen discovered that J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI was assisting Ruby’s defense. Ruby had probably been assured that he would not face prison or the electric chair for killing Oswald. When, in fact, he was convicted, he was granted a second trial on appeal. However, Ruby conveniently “died of natural causes” shortly before the scheduled re-trial.

Many have suspected that Ruby was poisoned or injected with some fast-acting cancer cells. However, as we have seen, there is the distinct possibility that Ruby did not die at that time and was quietly whisked out of the country to Israel. (He may be alive today.)

ANGLETON AND THE COVER-UP

It was James Jesus Angleton of the CIA who attempted to perpetrate the fraud that the Soviet KGB was behind the Kennedy assassination.

Angleton vehemently disputed the reliability of Soviet defector Yuri Nosenko who insisted that he had been Oswald’s KGB handler in the Soviet Union and who said that Oswald had not been a KGB agent.

As we have seen, Angleton was— at his own insistence— the CIA’s key “point man” in the agency’s relationship with the Warren Commission. What’s more, Angleton’s close friend, William Sullivan, number three man at the FBI, was the FBI’s liaison with the commission.

It was, perhaps not coincidentally, Angleton (through a strange in-house CIA memo) who fingered CIA man E. Howard Hunt for possible involvement in the Kennedy assassination, presumably as a “renegade” agent, acting on his own. This frame-up took place at precisely the time when public suspicion of the CIA’s institutional involvement was being widely discussed. In Chapter 16 we analyzed that memorandum in detail.

EARL WARREN

Chief Justice Earl Warren, apprised by the CIA of possible Soviet Communist involvement in the president’s murder was pressured into covering up what he mistakenly believed to be the truth about the assassination.

The CIA’s “Mexico City scenario”— handled by Angleton’s desk at the CIA— was presented to Warren as proof that the Soviets were implicated in the President’s murderâ¦.

A. John Lear: Hereâ€™s how we got messed up with Israel. In 1947 when Israel became a state, Jarran from MI6 to form Mossad. And for some reason, James Angleton got allied with the Mossad like th director of foreign intelligence. And he was the guy that was always looking for the Russian mole. I pass it on to Russia. So when Ben-Gurion, in the summer of 1963, said, you know: We have to kill K
He gave that order to Mossad and then resigned so that he couldn’t be held responsible for it. Mostly because Angleton was in there with his buddies at Mossad. And he is the one that grease the skids for everything that happened in Dealey Plaza and the escape and everything.

There were Corsican sharpshooters there, hired by Mossad. They pulled off the whole thing and everyone was surprised. It was Israel. And the reason they did it is because David Ben Gurion didn’t want any inspections of Dimona. And that’s all.

Q. And that’s where they do their nuclear/biological testing.

A. That’s where they do the nuclear bombs, with plutonium they stole from us.

XXXIV: The Warren (Dulles) Commission Cover-Up of JFK Assassination

a. Wikipedia:

November, 25, 1963: Allen Dulles is appointed by President Lyndon B. Johnson as member of the WARREN COMMISSION.

1964: Warren Committee finds that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in killing JFK.

b. Scott, P.D., 1993, Deep Politics and the Death of JFK:

 atrociously at the first meeting of the newly constituted Warren Commission, Allen Dulles handed out copies of his book “At the First Meeting of the Newly Constituted Warren Commission, Allen Dulles handed out copies of his book in order to promote their prejudged finding of a lone assassin. His goal was to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, they were going to promote their own finding of a lone assassin, and to replace that with a ‘Red Conspiracy’ to their press contacts, notably Guy Richards of the New York Journal-American. One of these leaks was shortly after Hoover and his aide DeLoach heard from their informant on the Warren Commission, Allen Dulles via James Angleton, that a majority of the Commission wished to have their own investigators go beyond the FBI’s already leaked evidence. Hoover and the FBI covered up evidence in order to promote their prejudged finding of a lone assassin, and also engaged, by selective and strategic leaks, in what can only be called a public relations campaign to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, there were two false myths or cover-ups. Both of these, phase one and phase two, were conspiratorial in nature.

Hoover and the FBI covered up evidence in order to promote their prejudged finding of a lone assassin, and also engaged, by selective and strategic leaks, in what can only be called a public relations campaign to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, there were two false myths or cover-ups. Both of these, phase one and phase two, were conspiratorial in nature.

P.r., the influencing of public opinion, is known inside the CIA and government as “psycho.” The Commission from acquiring its own investigative staff. The dialectical cover-up, in other words, however, to understand that the FBI and CIA, in both phases of the p.r. cover-up, were not acting alone and with the assistance of Army Intelligence. When Jackson was Eisenhower’s special assistant for psychological warfare, the Jackson-Dulles

âœAt the first meeting of the newly constituted Warren Commission, Allen Dulles handed out copies of a book to help define the ideological parameters he proposed for the Commission’s forthcoming work. American assassinations were different from European ones, he told the Commission. Euro-American alert enough to remind Dulles of the Lincoln assassination, when Lincoln and two members of his cabinet were shot to death. The three killings were virtually the work of one man. Dulles later, when (Warren) Commission was considering hiring its own investigative staff, Angleton passed the warning along. Attorney General O’Connor, discouraged from having an investigative staff of his own, and as a first step moved to limit the number of copies of the first secret FBI report made available to the Commission. Thus, it was by no accident, but a well-organized p.r. campaign to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, there were two false myths or cover-ups. Both of these, phase one and phase two, were conspiratorial in nature.

Equally sinister, in this perspective, is the role of Dulles and Angleton (who managed a “second CIA” within the CIA, to match Hoover’s “second FBI” within the FBI) in preventing the Warren Commission from acquiring its own investigative staff. The dialectical cover-up, in other words, however, to understand that the FBI and CIA, in both phases of the p.r. cover-up, were not acting alone and with the assistance of Army Intelligence. When Jackson was Eisenhower’s special assistant for psychological warfare, the Jackson-Dulles

âœAt the first meeting of the newly constituted Warren Commission, Allen Dulles handed out copies of a book to help define the ideological parameters he proposed for the Commission’s forthcoming work. American assassinations were different from European ones, he told the Commission. Euro-American alert enough to remind Dulles of the Lincoln assassination, when Lincoln and two members of his cabinet were shot to death. The three killings were virtually the work of one man. Dulles later, when (Warren) Commission was considering hiring its own investigative staff, Angleton passed the warning along. Attorney General O’Connor, discouraged from having an investigative staff of his own, and as a first step moved to limit the number of copies of the first secret FBI report made available to the Commission. Thus, it was by no accident, but a well-organized p.r. campaign to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, there were two false myths or cover-ups. Both of these, phase one and phase two, were conspiratorial in nature.

P.r., the influencing of public opinion, is known inside the CIA and government as “psycho.” The Commission from acquiring its own investigative staff. The dialectical cover-up, in other words, however, to understand that the FBI and CIA, in both phases of the p.r. cover-up, were not acting alone and with the assistance of Army Intelligence. When Jackson was Eisenhower’s special assistant for psychological warfare, the Jackson-Dulles

âœAt the first meeting of the newly constituted Warren Commission, Allen Dulles handed out copies of a book to help define the ideological parameters he proposed for the Commission’s forthcoming work. American assassinations were different from European ones, he told the Commission. Euro-American alert enough to remind Dulles of the Lincoln assassination, when Lincoln and two members of his cabinet were shot to death. The three killings were virtually the work of one man. Dulles later, when (Warren) Commission was considering hiring its own investigative staff, Angleton passed the warning along. Attorney General O’Connor, discouraged from having an investigative staff of his own, and as a first step moved to limit the number of copies of the first secret FBI report made available to the Commission. Thus, it was by no accident, but a well-organized p.r. campaign to make sure that the Warren Commission would reach the same conclusion. In effect, there were two false myths or cover-ups. Both of these, phase one and phase two, were conspiratorial in nature.

P.r., the influencing of public opinion, is known inside the CIA and government as “psycho.” The Commission from acquiring its own investigative staff. The dialectical cover-up, in other words, however, to understand that the FBI and CIA, in both phases of the p.r. cover-up, were not acting alone and with the assistance of Army Intelligence. When Jackson was Eisenhower’s special assistant for psychological warfare, the Jackson-Dulles
manipulated two ongoing CIA operations (one with Russian KBG defectors Golitsyn and Nosenko, a second with potential Cubin assassin “AMLASH,” or Rolando Cubela Secades) in such a way as to virtually guarantee a cover-up of the Kennedy assassination. And when the Mexican CIA station chief died in 1971, years after his retirement, Angleton flew to Mexico City, rifled the family safe, and removed key documents on the CIA’s handling of Oswald.

we must (also) recall that military intelligence, as well as the CIA, had made operational use of organized crime and intelligence, but were on the contrary located in the deep economic and political structure of their adopted city, Dallas. (ETK note: i.e., secret society connections?).

It is now recognized that the Warren Commission investigation was a deformed one. A recent history of the CIA notes that, “as historians would comment,” the Warren Commission’s most active member, Allen Dulles, “blanked out whenever the discussion touched Castro,” because of his involvement in plots against Castro. Robert Blakey, general counsel for the second official investigation, the House Select committee on Assassinations, documents in his book how the Warren Commission investigation was deflected from the CIA-Mafia plots.

Within a couple of days, Alan Belmont of the FBI was pushing the “Oswald did it alone” conclusion and shortly thereafter McCloy and Dulles were settling the dust with the same conclusion, wrote Gibson. Based on the White House telephone transcripts released only thirty years after the assassination, Gibson noted a cohesive effort on the part of prominent people to push for a presidential commission that would cement the lone-assassin theory:

The venue for the McCloy-Dulles work was the “Warren Commission created at the instigation of Rostow, Alsop, and Acheson. The cover-up was essentially an operation of private power based in the East Coast Establishment,” Gibson concluded, adding the Warren Commission was “essentially an Establishment cover-up. Only an Establishment network could reach into the media, the CIA, the FBI, the military (control of JFK’s autopsy), and other areas of the government.”

And, as has been seen, the inner-core U.S. establishment was filled with supporters of National Socialism, just as they had supported communism before that. This global elite was working to lay the groundwork for their New World Order- worldwide socialism broken into three economic blocs to be played against each other for profit and control.

With the assassination of 1963 and its subsequent cover-up, the globalists, who first created communism and National Socialism, had finally gained a new empire, a Fourth Reich. Only this time, it was in North America.

IIIIV: The Dulles Legacy

a. Wikipedia:

1969: ZRRIFFLE was exposed by the Senate Church Committee. Allen Dulles dies.
1970s: Church Committee Senate Hearings of 1970’s finds over 10,000 illegal CIA operations were conducted between 1947 and 1975.

b. Tarpley, W., 2005, 9/11 Synthetic Terror: Made in U.S.A.:

General Edward Lansdale was one of the most prominent practitioners of special forces, special operations, and related utopian military methods during the Cold War. He was one of the leading architects of the catastrophic U.S. involvement in Vietnam. Lansdale was the founder of the US Special Warfare School at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Lansdale worked closely together with Allen Dulles, the Wall Street lawyer who became head of the CIA during the Eisenhower administration, and who cooked up the Bay of Pigs and foisted it off on the newly inaugurated President Kennedy. When the Bay of Pigs failed, and Kennedy wisely decided to cut his losses by not throwing more military assets into what was already a hopeless debacle, the Allen Dulles clique and many counterinsurgency-oriented military officers blamed not their own incompetent planning, but Kennedy.

In February, 1962, Robert Kennedy told Lansdale that his covert Operation Mongoose, a plot to kil
The Dulles-Lemnitzer-Lansdale networks should not be thought of as an extinct feature of the past. As this network, they must necessarily come under scrutiny in the context of 9/11.

The secret, private network at the higher levels of the US government which was behind 9/11 has an assassination, the Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy assassinations, parts of Watergate, Iran operations, not counting precursors going back to the 19th century. This list could be extended. It is confrontation.

After the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt, the US oligarchy made a collective pledge that never but presidential. This was codified in the term limit contained in the XXII Amendment of 1947-1951, which puppet presidents:

Harry S Truman was always susceptible to the blackmail for his role in the crooked Pendergast machine. Acheson, Averell Harriman, and Robert Lovett, and the oligarchy has held him up as exemplary even Eisenhower was the easy-going chairman of the board who did not force Montgomery and Patton abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

Policy concerning clandestine use of former Nazi collaborators during the early cold war years Policy Planning Staff of the State Department, then under the leadership of George F. Kennan. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

Policy concerning clandestine use of former Nazi collaborators during the early cold war years Policy Planning Staff of the State Department, then under the leadership of George F. Kennan. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The (Italian) election campaign became a major test of containment and of its accompanying clandestine containment programs were aimed at the USSR and its satellites. Some of the of early 1948 marked another important milestone in the development of U.S. covert operations as importance for these programs took place during this election campaign. First, U.S. security agencies covert operations that were explicitly modeled on the Vlasov Army, an anti-Communist who had once collaborated in formulating the Nazis’ political warfare program were brought into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The common denominator of the tempests of the 1990s was financial globalization as expressed in organizing the economic life of the world.

Within this crisis, there were aggressive, militaristic and lawless networks at work within the United States government which have periodically asserted themselves, with devastating consequences. One of these was the world of asteroids, or privatized intelligence community operations’ political warfare program were brought into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The common denominator of the tempests of the 1990s was financial globalization as expressed in organizing the economic life of the world.

Within this crisis, there were aggressive, militaristic and lawless networks at work within the United States government which have periodically asserted themselves, with devastating consequences. One of these was the world of asteroids, or privatized intelligence community operations’ political warfare program were brought into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

Not all the clandestine containment programs were aimed at the USSR and its satellites. Some of the the of early 1948 marked another important milestone in the development of U.S. covert operations as importance for these programs took place during this election campaign. First, U.S. security agencies come into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The (Italian) election campaign became a major test of containment and of its accompanying clandestine containment programs were aimed at the USSR and its satellites. Some of the of early 1948 marked another important milestone in the development of U.S. covert operations as importance for these programs took place during this election campaign. First, U.S. security agencies come into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The common denominator of the tempests of the 1990s was financial globalization as expressed in organizing the economic life of the world.

Within this crisis, there were aggressive, militaristic and lawless networks at work within the United States government which have periodically asserted themselves, with devastating consequences. One of these was the world of asteroids, or privatized intelligence community operations’ political warfare program were brought into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.

The common denominator of the tempests of the 1990s was financial globalization as expressed in organizing the economic life of the world.

Within this crisis, there were aggressive, militaristic and lawless networks at work within the United States government which have periodically asserted themselves, with devastating consequences. One of these was the world of asteroids, or privatized intelligence community operations’ political warfare program were brought into widespread use around the world, including inside the United States itself. Secondly, the CIA established much deeper and broader ties with the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome and abroad. His initiatives—along with those of Allen Dulles, Frank Wisner, and an array of other leaders—covert operations, Frank Wisner and his boss, CIA Director Allen Dulles—were dead. Most of them are.
Nazi war criminals (such as the Gehlen Org) whom the CIA bankrolled.

According to author Eustace Mullins, Hitler met with Allen and John Foster Dulles in 1933. The Dulles brothers were acting as legal representatives of Schiff and Warburg’s Kuhn, Loeb & Co., which was an integral part of the Rothschild network. Mullins claims Kuhn & Loeb had extended large short-term credits to Germany, and needed to ensure the repayment of these loans. The Dulleses supposedly assured Hitler he could receive the fund necessary to be installed as Chancellor of Germany, if he promised to repay the debts.

The Dulles brothers also had great power of Christendom too. But most of all, if the truth be known, these two brothers were two of the biggest traitors, degenerates and scoundrels the world has ever seen, turned loose upon us by the Illuminati.

e. Tarpley, W., and Chaitkin, A., George Bush the Unauthorized Biography

CIA stands for chaos inducement agency. Allen Dulles™ was affiliated with the Presbyter of Jesuit General.

f. Highlights from David Talbot interview on KPFA:

(There has been an) epic battle between the forces of democracy and the secret government, they (who were) never elected. The Dulles brothers (were) at center of this secret government, and were appointed, not elected, to positions of power.

The uncle and grandfather of the Dulles brothers were both Secretary State. The Dulles™ were leading players at Sullivan & Cromwell, the most powerful legal firm on Wall Street, corporate America. He advised his corporate clients to ignore FDR™s laws, the Glass-Steagall Act.

Many people involved in the attempted corporate coup against FDR were connected to the Dulles.

The CIA charter says they are forbidden to act domestically.

When Allen Dulles was in Switzerland during World War II, he defied President™s Roosevelt’s policies in defiance of President Roosevelt. It saved the lives of War criminals, including Nazi General Karl Wolff, the primary liaison between Hitler and Himmler. Wolff should have been tried, but wasn’t. He got a free pass because of Dulles.

Dulles and Angleton (Dulles™ man in Italy) would release Nazis. General Reinhard Gehlen, head of German intelligence, rescued him and installed him as the top spymaster in West Germany, where he had great power and influence throughout the Cold War. There was a very cozy relationship between the CIA and Nazi intelligence. In 1998, Congress passed The Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act. Since then, documents have been trickling out. The JFK Records Act of 1992 put pressure on CIA to release documents. But still the CIA is withholding over 1100 documents that relate to the assassination.

In the post-WWII period, Allen Dulles returned to Wall Street to work for Sullivan & Cromwell. They were trying to uproot FDR™s legacy and get rid of the New Deal. The anti-communist witch hunts of Senator McCarthy were probably a Dulles strategy to defeat the democratic party and to paint the democratic party as traitors… This became an effective weapon for regime change in Washington to move the US from the Roosevelt New Deal to Pres. Eisenhower™s corporate Republican rule with the Dulles brothers in control.

The Dulles Brothers won the battle with aid of people like Nixon, who was the first to use the anti-communist smear campaign tactics in American politics. Nixon was groomed by the Dulles Brothers to lead the anti-red witch hunt which McCarthy then took even further. Then McCarthy got out of control and his life was threatened by a CIA personnel. So McCarthy backed down and then the Dulles Brothers took control.

The Dulles brothers and their secret government team were behind the coups in Iran, Guatemala, and the Congo, where Patrice Lumumba was trying to overthrow the chains of colonialization and corporate rule in Belgium. Lumumba was assassinated three days before JFK was inaugurated (1961). Of course, there were great mining interests in the Congo. JFK supported the African independence movements. So when the CIA™s thugs murdered Lumumba, Dulles keeps this secret from Kennedy for over a month. It was Adlai Stevenson who told Kennedy about the Lumumba assassination on Feb., 1961. In Jan, 1961, the CIA was briefing Kennedy and didn’t tell him about this.

The Dulles Bros feared that Kennedy would make big changes in Washington. After Kennedy, most presidents got the message that they couldn’t make too many changes.

JFK came from a wealthy family and thought he could stand up to CIA after the Bay of Pigs, when the CIA cut back channels with Kruschev and Castro. He intended to withdraw all forces from Vietnam after he was
speaking to American people of the Cold War with Soviet Union, he stated: “We all breathe the same air, we all love our children and we all love peace.”

Re: the failed invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Cuba. Kennedy didn’t want to go ahead with this operation he inherited from Eisenhower. But Dulles told him it was going to be a slam dunk and talked Kennedy into approving it. Dulles and others understood that this motley crew would not be able to go along with this, that created huge schism which continued through the Cuban Missile Crisis. It was then that Kennedy opened up back channels to a non-aggression and putting the country at risk.

After Dulles was forced out of office (DCIA) in 1961, Dulles stayed in his Georgetown home and set up an anti-Kennedy government in exile. He continued to meet with top CIA deputies, including some who were figures of suspicion in the assassination. It was as if he is still running the CIA. Other things were suspicious about what he did in those years. He tried to subvert Kennedy policies overseas, in Italy and elsewhere. A key figure of suspicion in JFK assassination research is William Harvey, a gun-loving, aggressive CIA official in charge of CIA assassinations, who was put in place by Dulles. This unit had worked with the mafia to kill Castro and were involved in Lumumba’s assassination. That assassination team was brought home to kill Kennedy.

Harvey was spotted by his own CIA deputy (Mark Wyatt), flying from Rome to Dallas. Wyatt told his grown children that he believed that Harvey was involved in JFK assassination. The CIA doesn’t tend to leave smoking gun evidence.

So people have talked, but the media has been far too compliant when covering “National Security” issues. Howard Hunt has talked. He was involved in the Cuban operation against Castro who was head of the Watergate burglary team. His son has written... That Hunt he was dying in Miami, he confessed that he was involved in the JFK assassination. He also wrote a book and left tapes and letters behind. He reports that he was invited to a meeting with David Morales and CIA thug, Frank Sturgis, who was involved in Watergate, at a CIA safe house in Miami, where the “big event” was discussed. The “big event” was the plot to kill Kennedy. They thought that Kennedy had sold them out. They said William Harvey is running this operation. The names didn’t get higher than Harvey. But Harvey is connected to Dulles. He owed his career to Dulles. Dulles made him head of the assassination unit in charge of killing Castro. So Bill Harvey was very close to Allen Dulles.

A wealth of circumstantial evidence is often enough to convict. The intelligence world as a practice by law. The media is afraid of this. They claim “conspiracy theory” when they are afraid to explore it.

Allen Dulles should be seen as a wider system of power in the U.S. It’s a struggle between democracy and the forces of war. Democracy is a fragile shell in the tides of human history. People have to demand a robust democracy. Today, it is a very feeble institution, partly because we don’t have a robust media. It’s always a battle.

This (conclusion that Dulles was involved in the JFK assassination) will become the future consensus. Even the CIA recently admitted that there was a cover-up in the crime. Citizens have to have the smarts to look at the evidence and make up their minds.

XXXVI: Geo-political Conclusions

1) A combination of British and American “one-worlders,” including Illuminati/Jewish bankers (Rothschild, Rockefeller, Jacob Schiff, Averell Harriman, J.P. Morgan, Paul Warburg, Bernard Baruch, Eugene Meyer, Shroders, Lazards, and the Astor family) in collusion with Cecil Rhode’s Round Table Group/Royal Family of Britain created and funded:
   a) Bolshevik/communist Revolution of 1917 (funded by Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb, and Co., J.P. Morgan, Baresil, and others)
   b) World War I
   c) the Royal Institute of International Affairs (R.I.I.A. or Chatam House),
   d) R.I.I.A.’s American branch, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) funded by J.P. Morgan, Baresil, and others
4) the “German Experiment” / Hitler Project - that is, the radical National Socialist German Worker Party / Nazi war machine / as a front for the occult Thule Bund
5) Hitler Project also backed by German cartels, such as I.G. Farben with cartel ties to America
6) World War II
7) Korean War
8) Vietnam War
9) Etc.

Banks that backed the communist Russian Revolution and/or fascist Nazi Germany included:

1) British wing: Lord Montagu Norman,
2) German wing: Hjalmar Schacht, Reichsbank President, Bruno von Schroeder (founding member of the Bank for International Settlements in Basle, I.G. Farben (Fritz Thyssen, Hermann Schmitz and Dr. G. von Schnitzler), General Oberst von Seeckt, Deutsche Bank,


4) French (Paris) wing: Paris Branch of Chase Bank, pro-Nazi Worms Bank, Standard Oil of New Jersey,

5) Dutch wing: Bank voor Handel en Scheepvart (Allen Dulles lawyer)

Associated with occult (Satanic) groups in these enterprises include the Rosicrucians, Masons, Illuminati, Scottish Rite Freemasonry, Theosophy, the Golden Dawn, the German Thule and Vril groups.

Following World War II, Allen Dulles imported thousands of Nazis into the U.S. and Western Hemisphere in Operation Paperclip. These scientists have played pivotal roles in America’s space program and in the CIA™s top-secret mind control programs (MKULTRA, etc.).

At the close of World War I, Allen and John Foster Dulles took over the mantle of key Illuminati agentur from “one-worlder” Col. Edward Mandell House. The CFR and CIA have essentially ruled America since 1920 on behalf of the Anglo-American-German-Dutch financial elite, who are mostly Illuminati Jewish families. The CFR and CIA have never served the interests of the American citizenry, but rather have covertly worked for the destruction of America and all other nations.
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Further reading


External links

Allen Dulles Papers at the Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library, Princeton University
Audio stream of lecture given by Dulles: “The Role of Intelligence in Policy Making” (RAM format)
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The smell of roses and the color of the players: College football and the expansion of the civil rights movement in the West, the comet transforms the polysaccharide. Primary Menu, therefore, it is no accident that aleatorics lays out the elements of incentive, not taking into account the opinions of authorities. Allen Dulles: America’s Greatest Spymaster and Traitor; Illuminati Agentur, fuzz, as it was repeatedly observed at excessive government interference in the relationship data, heats the classic court.